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U.S. congressmen, Canadian MPs Kiev pre-election rally draws 60,000
denied visas for Ukraine elections Thousands across Ukraine attend public meetings
Weekly associate editor
also is denied entry
JERSEY C1TY, N.J. - The Soviet
government refused to permit separate
delegations of U.S. congressmen and
Canadian members of Parliament to
travel to Ukraine to observe the repu–
blic-wide elections there on Sunday,

March 4.
An associate editor at The Ukrainian
Weekly, Marta Kolomayets also was
denied permission to travel to Ukraine
as a journalist covering the historic
elections.
Also denied entry was Eugene iwan–
;iw, director of the Ukrainian National
Association's Washington Office, who
(Continued on page 11)

LONDON — A mass pre-elections
meeting drew some 60,000 people to
Kiev's republican stadium on Sunday,
February 25, despite reported official
warnings of rumored inter-ethnic vio–
lence circulated last week, reported the
Ukrainian Press Agency last week.
The sanctioned meeting, which was
organized by the Popular Movement of
Ukraine for Perebudova, or Rukh, took
place peacefully one-week before sche–
duled republic-wide elections on March
4 to the Ukrainian SSR Supreme Soviet
What then changed? Mr. Gorbachev, and local councils. The UPA reported
it transpired, was not dissatisfied with that out of a total 450 electoral districts
the repressive regime being applied in for the Ukrainian parliament, 201
Ukraine. As someone stated inarticu– districts have registered candidates that
lately but accurately: "He kept the lid are either members of or are supported
on" the major potential troublespot of by the Democratic Bloc, a progressive
the Soviet Union. But even Mr. Gorba– opposition grouplto the ruling Commu–
chev could not keep the lid of the effects nist Party. (See page 2.)
The mass rally occurred the same day
of the 1986 Chornobyl nuclear disaster,
which mushroomed alarmingly, in spite as pre-elections meetings were held in
of an official silence and in spite of the cities all over the Russian, Byelorus–
Center for Radiation Medicine in Kiev, sian and Ukrainian republics, all hold–
which denied that there would be any ing elections on March 4. The Ukrai–
nian Helsinki Union reported last week
significant health effects. ."..
...Ukraine today is a bubbling that unsanctioned pre-elections rallies
were
held in the Ukrainian cities of
conglomeration of activity, in a very
real sense, it has awakened, it has Odessa and Poltava on February 25.
The Washington Times, citing infor–
opened up to public opinion. Hundreds
of informal groups have been esta– mation from the Soviet Ministry of the
blished, many with their own news- interior, reported that 299,000 people
papers, virtually all want change. attended 126 protest meetings held
Among the most notable are Zelenyi across Ukraine one week before the
Svit (Green World) ecological associa– elections.
During the Kiev demonstration U–
tion, the Popular Movement of
Ukraine for Perebudova, or Rukh, the krainian national as well as Polish,
Latvian,
Czechoslovak and Bulgarian
Taras Shevchenko Ukrainian Language
Society and the Ukrainian Helsinki flags were displayed, the UPA reported.
Union.
^ „ . . „ . „ .-„ The participants agreed to place the
Rukh, potentially, represents the Jewish and Ukrainian flags together on
political future of Ukraine, and evi– the speakers' podium. A large Olympic
dence suggests that though the instru– flag was raise"! by a newly formed
ments of power — especially control initiative Committee for the Formation
over the press and KGB - lie with the of a Ukrainian National Olympic Team.
Many of the placards raised by
party, there is no question that the
balance of forces has changed over the meeting participants displayed such
slogans
as "Soviet empire — no!"
past year. ...
"Popular Movement — against po–
There appear to be fundamental groms!", "Ukraine - a homeland for all
drawbacks in the election campaign of its citizens!", "РатлЛ emissaries out of
the Communist Party in Ukraine. The Ukraine!", "Only a sovereign Ukraine
basis for the party's platform is the will defend us against new Chorno–
decree issued by the Plenum of the byls!"
Central Committee of the Communist
The demonstration was opened by
Party of Ukraine, which took place in vitaliy Karpenko, the editor of Kiev's
November 1989, and announced an evening newspaper verchirniy Kiev,
"uncompromising struggle" with mani– who called for the meeting to be held
festations of "nationalism, chauvinism under the slogan: "A time for unity, not
and extremism."
discord!" Among the speakers that
The program itself, however, has followed were: USSR People's Depu–
adopted many issues that have been ties Yuriy Shcherbak, Serhiy Riab–
raised by informal groups, and as a chenko and Yaleriy Hryshchuk, as well
recent interview with a prominent party as Dmytro Poyizd of Rukh, Roman
member has revealed, the party is Koval, Borys Tymoshenko, Evhen
suffering from a credibility predicament Stakhiv of the Ukrainian–Jewish Rela–
that it is unlikely to shake off by the time tions Society from New York, Oles
(Continued on page 2)
Shevchenko and Oles Serhienko of

Elections in Ukraine: an analysis
by Dr. David R. Marples
The Western media, by and large,
seem to have forgotten that Ukraine
exists, it is the second largest Soviet republic, with the most important single
industrial region in the union. Ukraine
with less than 3 percent of the territory of
the USSR accounts for 25 percent of the
gross national product, including 50
percent of steel production, 24 percent
of coal, 34 percent of nuclear power, 50
percent of sugar, almost 50 percent of
the most important chemicals.
it often appears to have slipped the
minds of Moscow-based correspon–
dents that the Soviet Union could
survive without Lithuania, or Estonia
or Latvia. Arguably it could survive if
Azerbaidzhan seceded. But it соцй not
survive without Ukraine. This point
may have eluded our media, but it did
not elude Mikhail Gorbachev.
Consequently, in the period 19851987, while perestroika and cultural
renewal received official party support
in many republics, this did not happen
in Ukraine. At a time when Estonians
were already declaring that the NaziSoviet Pact, by which that republic was
incorporated into the Soviet Union, was
illegal, Ukrainian historians were still
debating whether to acknowledge that
the Great Famine of 1932 had actually
occurred.
Aside from Mikhail Gorbachev him–
seif, the Ukrainian party chief, volo–
dymyr Shcherbytsky, was the last Bre–
zhnev appointee in the Politburo of the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union
and remained there until September
1989, an anachronism, stultifying the
republic with his turgid prose and
virtual refusal to express himself in his
native language. He surrounded him–
self with men of similar ilk, men from a
past era dominated by a man who made
his career in Ukraine and neighboring
Moldavia, Leonid Brezhnev,
This article is excerpiedfrom a longer
paper titled "Ukraine in the Gorbachev
Era," which Dr. David Marples de–
liveredon February 23 at the Centerfor
Soviet Studies at the University of
Waterloo.

UHU, Yuriy Badzio and others.
The speakers criticized the attempts
of the authorities to discredit the
democratic groups by spreading rumors
(Continued on page 11)

People's deputies
resign candidacies
to protest violations
LONDON - Three Ukrainian mem–
bers of the USSR Congress of People's
Deputies who were running in elections
to the Ukrainian Supreme Soviet have
withdrawn their candidacies as a sign of
protest against violations by electoral
commissions throughout Ukraine.
The signed statement appeared in the
latest issue of Literaturna Ukraina, the
weekly newspaper of the Ukrainian
Writers' Union.
The three are Dr. Yuriy Scherbak,
leader of the ecological movement
Green World, Dmytro Pavlychko,
leader of the Taras Shevchenko Ukrai–
nian Language Society, and volodymyr
Yavorivsky, joint deputy leader of
Rukh (Ukrainian Popular Movement),
in a recent opinion poll conducted by
Kiev's evening paper, vechirniy Kyiv,
Mr. Yavorivsky was the top people's
choice for president of the republic.
The move comes in the wake of
strong protests from the group to the
Presidium of the Ukrainian SSR'Su–
preme Soviet which would enable
candidates who have complied with the
law to be registered. There have been
many reported cases of gross violations
by the electoral commissions which
have refused to register over 100 candi–
dates of the registered organization
Green World in Kiev alone,
Candidates from the Ukrainian Lan–
guage Society have also been turned
down in many districts. Rukh was
unable to put forward any candidates
because the authorities only officially
registered the movement two weeks
ago, despite the authorities' promise to
register Rukh after its inaugural con–
gress in September 1989.
in addition, the election manifesto of
the Democratic Bloc, which unites all
the main democratic, religious and
ecological groups in the republic and
was formed in November 1989 to
participate in the elections, was never
allowed to be published in the official
press.
All three deputies to the USSR
Congress of People's Deputies have
called on other USSR deputies running
in local elections to follow their
example.
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Elections...

(Continued from page 1)
of the election on March 4.
The party platform
The first part of the Central Commit–
tee's platform is concerned with the
economic plight of the republic, it
advocates a large-scale change of priorities from the defense industry to the
production of consumer goods, while
noting that in 1990, output in the latter
category is to be doubled. As a result of
a good harvest year in 1989, it is
reported, the chronic food shortages
endemic in Ukraine can be largely
eliminated this year. Of particular
concern, the party platform states, is the
provision of good-qualify food products for children.
At the same time, the party has
assured voters that more realistic prices
will be established for agricultural
products to provide an "equivalent
exchange" with industrial goods.
Efforts are to be made to improve rural
amenities, by providing gas to all
homes, and the restoration of villages
believed hitherto to be "without a
future."
The party has also promised to
improve trade, educational and, above
all, medical services in the coming years.
A modern diagnostic center is to be
created in every oblast. Turning to the
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platform of the "opposition," the
party's advocacy of a politically so–
vereign Ukraine only within a renewed
Soviet federation may be less palatable
in some quarters.
Similarly, the manifesto attacks
ambitious "demagogues" who are capi–
talizing on some current difficulties in
order to carry out anti-socialist and
separatist activities. The party, it is
asserted, is happy to cooperate with
"constructive initiatives" and with those
who support the principles of socialism
and the friendship of the peoples of the
Soviet Union.
Concerning reform, the Communist
Party has agreed to do some housecleaning of its own to ensure that it
develops along more democratic lines.
its political stance is to be adopted by
Communists elected to local Soviets and
the Ukrainian Supreme Soviet, thus
implying that policy is to be elaborated
here rather than in central and oblast
party organizations.
Toward the end of the manifesto is
found a defiant if belated statement
maintaining that the Communist Party
of Ukraine firmly supports the prin–
ciples of Marxism-Leninism, and will
continue to uphold the "banner" of
Lenin and of the October Revolution, it
is almost as though the old dogmas were
added as an afterthought, and taken all
in all, the platform has an apologetic,

Rukh has mounted, within the Democratic Bloc, a
carefully
coordinated
electoral
platform
that is
characterized by its desire for a drastic change from
past policies dictated by the party hierarchy.
workplace, the platform anticipates an
"acceleration of scientific-technical
progress," a rise in labor productivity
and a major improvement in work
quality. The cooperative movement is
to receive the support of the party
insofar as it operates within existing
rules. Those who have allegedly used
the movement for speculation and
black-market activities, however, are to
be dealt with summarily.
Above all, workers must be given an
opportunity to take pride in the endresults of their labor. All the above
represent familiar creeds (if not plati–
tudes) that have been repeated at party
plenums and sessions at all levels in past
years.
One sign of how popular anger has
affected the party's program is the
inclusion within it of pressing ecolpgi–
cal issues. A list is provided of nuclear
energy installations abandoned or
halted in mid-course, along with the
assurance that a large-scale new evacua–
tion in oblasts affected by radiation
from Chornobyl is to begin promptly
this year.
Ukraine is to be moved onto a new
program of energy preservation, while
new construction in fields such as
metallurgy, energy and chemicals must
only take place after the necessary
groundwork and feasibility studies by
scientific experts. A major clean-up of
the natural environment is advocated in
virtually all large cities and in the 13th
Five-Year Plan, the amount of capital
investment into nature protection mea–
sures is to be doubled. Even cars are to
be transferred to petroleum that does
not contain ethyl.
There also seems something a little
incongruous about the party's newfound concern for Ukrainian culture
and history, which is emphasized in the
platform. Architectural and historical
buildings are to be restored over the
next 15 years, and the party will encourage a more dynamic development
of Ukrainian art and literature. While
the above corresponds closely to the

tentative nature. Clearly, the party has
asked voters to give it one last chance at
improving the social and economic
situation in Ukraine in what could be
one of the more democratic elections in
Soviet Ukrainian history.
That it faces a confidence crisis has
been confirmed by Kostiantyn Sytnik,
the vice-president of the Ukrainian
Academy of Sciences and a party
member in good standing, in a recent
interview, Mr. Sytnik notes that many
voters simply lack faith in the party's
statements, promises, slogans and
appeals. When one is living on the verge
of poverty — as is the Ukrainian
population - he remarks, the main
goal is to ascertain who is to blame and
then find some means out of the pre–
dicament.
The party's failure to concentrate on
scientific research, in his view, has had
disastrous consequences. Scientists
have run up against bureaucrats and
local government leaders who not only
have been impervious to their sugges–
tions, but have even harassed them for
advancing new ideas. There is a wide
gap therefore between working industry
and scientific research that is respon–
sible for some of Ukraine's current
economic ills.
Mr. Sytnik's opinion is that not all of
today's problems can be attributed to
mismanagement that dates back to the
Brezhnev period and the "administra–
tive-command" system. There are also,
he maintains, sinister forces at work,
speculators who cunningly raise the
price of goods, particularly within the
cooperative movement. A criminal
element, numerous and well-organized,
is at least partially responsible for the
current economic situation, in his view.
Nevertheless, party reform is needed
because the party apparatus has become
too cumbersome. He feels that the
Central Committee of the Communist
Party of Ukraine could operate effi–
ciently with an appointed staff of 10 to
15 officials, elected from party organi–
(Continued on page 12)
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Statistics on candidates
The Ukrainian Press Agency reported that, according to the latest
information received from the secretariat of the Popular Movement of
Ukraine for Perebudova (Rukh), Democratic Bloc candidates have been
allowed to register in 129 districts out of the 450 that are to elect deputies to
the Ukrainian SSR Supreme Soviet (approximately 30 percent).
in the city of Kiev and the three main oblasts of western Ukraine - Lviv,
Ternopil and ivano-Frankivske - there are Democratic Bloc candidates
standing in practically every election region. However, in others, notably the
Crimea, Odessa and Poltava, no democratic candidates have been registered.
Below is a chart giving the number of districts that have Democratic Bloc
and Democratic Bloc-supported candidates, listed by oblast.
Number of dis–
tricts in elections
to Supreme So–
viet.

Districts where Districts where the
candidates from Democratic Bloc
the Democratic supports candi–
dates.
Bloc are registered

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

vinnytsia
voroshylovhrad
Dnipropetrovske
Donetske
Zhytomyr
Zakarpattia
Zaporizhzhia
ivano-Frankivske
Kiev
Kirovohrad
Crimea
Lviv
Mykolayiv
Odessa
Poltava
Rivne
Sumy
Ternopil
Kharkiv
Kherson
Khmelnytske
Cherkasy
Chernivtsi
Chernihiv
volyn

17
25
34
45
14
11
18
12
17
11
18
24
11
23
16
10
13
10
28
10
13
14
8
13
?

2
2
2
5
5
4
4
11
8
1
2
24
2

26.
27.

Kiev City
Sevastopil City

22
4

20

2

TOTAL

450

129

72

3
4
8
10
2
1
3
1
4

UHU statement on elections
The Ukrainian Helsinki Union, Ukraine's largest unregistered unofficial
group, has issued a statement on the eve of the March 4 elections to the
republican Supreme Soviet and local government. The appeal calls upon the
Ukrainian population to vote for democratic candidates, including members
of the Ukrainian Helsinki Union, and not the Communist Party nomenkla–
tura. A full translation, provided by the London-based Ukrainian Press
Agency, follows.
To the People of Ukraine!
The time of freedom is approaching. The Communist ideology, the
ideology of violence and state terror is suffering a universal-historical crisis.
One after another the peoples of Eastern Europe are being liberated from the
despotic ways of their totalitarian regimes and are embarking on the road to
democratization and respect towards human rights.
The Ukrainian people, as a result of the Moscow party bureaucracy and its
Kiev-based puppets, have suffered a profound erosion of their traditional
morals and have ended up in a severe economic crisis and on the brink of
(Continued on page 15)
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vatican names Marusyn, Sulyk
to commission meeting with ROC
ROME - Archbishop Miroslav
Marusyn, secretary of the Sacred Con–
gregation for the Eastern Churches, and
Archbishop Stephen Sulyk of Philadel–
phia, metropolitan for Ukrainian Ca–
tholics in the United States, were
recently named as vatican representa–
tives of a mixed Catholic^ Orthodox
commission to resolve the practical
problems connected with the normali–
zation of the Ukrainian Greek Catholic
Church in the Soviet Union.
The announcement, which came
from Yuri Reshetylo, chairman of the
Lviv Council of Religious Affairs, was
confirmed by Ukrainian Catholic
Church officials in Rome on Wednes–
day, February 28, reported the Ukrai–
nian Catholic Press Bureau. On Thurs–
day, March 1, the vatican also made
this announcement.
According to Mr. Reshetylo, the two
vatican representatives are expected to
arrive in Moscow on March 5 for brief
meetings with the Moscow Patriarchate
and then travel to Lviv on March 7 for
meetings with local Catholic and Ortho–
dox representatives. He added that the
vatican delegation is scheduled to stay
in Ukraine until March 15 and plans to
visit the areas of ivano-Frankivske,
Uzhhorod and Mukachiv,
Cardinal Myroslav ivan Lubachiv–
sky, head of the Ukrainian Catholic
Church worldwide, has appointed
Archbishop volodymyr Sterniuk of the
Ukrainian Catholic Archeparchy of
Lviv and Bishop Sofron Dmyterko of
the Ukrainian Catholic Eparchy of
ivano-Frankivske to represent the
Ukrainian Catholic Church in Ukraine
ш the commission.
-

The Moscow Patriarchate will be
represented by Metropolitan Mefodiy
of voronezh. Representatives for what
is now known as the Ukrainian Ortho–
dox Church in Ukraine as: Archbishop
ireney Seredny of Lviv and Drohobych
and Archpriest Oleksander Shvets,
Orthodox dean of the Lviv region.
At the last synod of the Moscow
Patriarchate of the Russian Orthodox
Church, it was decided that the name of
the Russian Orthodox Church in U–
kraine would be changed to the Ukrai–
nian Orthodox Church. The new
Church is still subject to the jurisdiction
of the Moscow Patriarchate. This
Church is not to be confused with the
Ukrainian Autocephalous Orthodox
Church which is independent of the
Moscow Patriarchate.
The Rev. Yaroslav Chukhniy, pastor
of the Transfiguration Church in Lviv,
reported that Mr. Reshetylo had called
representatives of the two local churches
to a meeting in his office on February
27. Archbishop Sterniuk delegated
Bishop Filemon Kurchaba, auxiliary of
the Archeparchy of Lviv, the Rev.
Stepan Hrynkiv, pastor in the town of
Shchyrets, and the Rev. Chukhniy to
represent him at the meeting. The group
from the Ukrainian Orthodox Church
included those above-mentioned clergy
who will represent the Church on the
commission.
Cardinal Lubachivsky made the
following statement regarding these
announcements:
"1 thank the Lord that concrete steps
are being taken towards normalization
and the legalization of the Ukrainian
(Grsek) CathpliQCburphinthe USSR?

Congress of Estonia to convene
NEW YORK - Several members of
the U.S. Congress, including Sen. Slade
Gordon (R-Wash.) have expressed a
serious interest in visiting Estonia
around March 11, when the first
Congress of Estonia is scheduled to
convene.
Based upon the legal continuity of the
Republic of Estonia, the Congress of
Estonia will be the first elected body
legitimately able to express the will of
the citizens of Estonia since the Soviet
military occupation of Estonia in 1940.
Somewhat analagous in purpose and
form to colonial America's Continental
Congress, the Congress of Estonia will
discuss the steps to be taken in ne–
gotiating Soviet troop withdrawals and
in re-establishing a legal and democratic
government in Estonia, the Estonian
American National Council (EANC)
noted.
As the largest grass-roots pro-inde–
pendence movement in Estonia, over
670,000 individuals have already re–
gistered with the Republic of Estonia
Citizens Committees. Registrations
have surged in recent days, especially
among the non-Estonian population.
All persons, regardless of ethnicity or
political opinion, who can claim Esto–
nian citizenship either directly or
through their parents or grandparents
are eligible to register and to vote
February 24 for 499 delegates to the
Congress of Estonia, slated to convene
for the first time on March 11-12 in
Tallinn, the EANC said.
Thirty-five Estonians from the free
world will be among the 499 official
delegates. The U.S. delegation consists
of: Heino Ainso and Thomas vaga of
New York, Agu Ets, Maido Kari and
Juri Kork of Maryland, vaike Lugus of
Connecticut, Mari-Ann Rikken of
virginia, OlaFTarnmaTk^f Tennessee,

and Juri Toomepuu of Hlinois. Western
observers, including Estonian Ameri–
cans, scholars and interested parties will
also be attending.
Expressing the hope that the Con–
gress of Estonia will be the "repre–
sentative body of the Republic of
Estonia and not a partisan battlefield,"
the board of the Republic of Estonia
Citizens' General Committee has begun
issuing a series of draft documents for
discussion by the delegates.
in its "Declaration on the Authority
and Legal Competence of the Congress
of Estonia," the General Committee
reiterated the continuing importance of
the international policy of non-recogni–
tion of the annexation of Estonia and
the continued recognition of the autho–
rity of diplomatic representatives of the
Republic of Estonia.
Since constitutionally the "supreme
power of the State in Estonia is held by
the citizenry," the Congress of Estonia
"shall assume the duties of the pleni–
potentiary popular representative body
of the Republic of Estonia, until the
restoration of constitutional institu–
tions of the Republic of Estonia, and
shall endeavor to gain recognition of its
authority internationally as well as from
the organs of state power of the USSR."
The EANC emphasized that proindependence movements, groups and
individuals in Estonia do not support
"secession" from the Soviet Union.
They ask: "How can you step out of
something that you never willingly
stepped into?" The solution is not to
declare independence, but to end Soviet
military occupation and to restore the
legitimate government of the Republic
of Estonia based upon the Tartu Peace
Treaty with Soviet Russian (1920) and
under the Estonian Constitution of
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Moscow Patriarchate announces
Ukrainian, Byelorussian Churches
JERSEY C1TY, N.J. - The reorga–
nization of the Moscow Patriarchate
has resulted in the formation of three
Orthodox Churches - the Byelorus–
sian Orthodox Church, the Russian
Orthodox Church and the Ukrainian
Orthodox Church — all in communion
with the Mother Russian Church,
reported Metropolitan Filaret Deny–
senko of Kiev and Halych, exarch of
Ukraine.
The decision, announced on Ukrai–
nian television in early February by the
Russian Orthodox hierarch was confirmed by a report in izvestia, the
Russian-language daily, on February 3.
Metropolitan Filaret added that in the
new political conditions of Soviet

Ukraine, only two Churches might
exist: his newly announced Ukrainian
Orthodox Church (under the Moscow
Patriarchate) and the Ukrainian Greek
Catholic Church, reported Keston
College, the London-based religious
rights organization. (Presumably this
does not mean that he is trying to place
other Christian communities, such as
the Baptists, outside the law, as the
Russian Orthodox consider such com–
munities to be sects rather than
Churches, stated Keston.)
in response to this announcement,
the members of the initiative Commit–
tee for the Revival of the Ukrainian
Autocephalous Orthodox Church,
(Continued on page 8)

Statement of UAOC concerning
"Ukrainian Orthodox Church"
Following is the full text of the
statement of the initiative Commit'
tee for the Revival of the Ukrainian
Autocephalous Orthodox Church
regarding the renaming of the Ukrai–
nian Exarchate of the Russian
Orthodox Church to the Ukrainian
Orthodox Church. The statement
was released in English translation
by the Ukrainian Central lnforma–
tion Service.
According to a decision of the
Synod of the Russian Orthodox
Church, its Ukrainian Exarchate will
now bear another name the
Ukrainian Orthodox Church.
The higher leadership of the Rus–
sian Church, enthralled by the sud–
den, rapid revival of the Ukrainian
Autocephalous Orthodox Church, is
taking irrational and belated actions,
it is leaping from one side to the
other: Metropolitan Filaret and
(illegible...) it is ceremoniously
nominating the Ukrainian Orthodox
Church, while calling the true head of
this Church, the very Rev. Archbishop loan, a schismatic and un–
righteous.
Consequently, the Holy Ghost,
who sanctifies bishops, does not

breathe where it wants to, but where і
the Moscow Patriarchate dictates, it і
is farcical to listen to the grindings of j
teeth about how the sobor of the ;
Russian Orthodox Church invali– і
dated God's consecration of the j
Ukrainian Orthodox Bishop of Lut– j
ske Polikarp Sikorskyi and this
Stalinist-Serhiyite legacy of anti–
pathy was sown on His Eminence
Metropolitan Mstyslav and later on
Archbishop loan... it is true that the
Patriarch of Constantinople, the
most respected head of the Universal
Orthodox Church, has no doubts as
to the sanctity of the Ukrainian
Autocephalous Orthodox Church
and remains with the Ukrainian
hierarchy and faithful in liturgical
unity, but those who find it conve– j
nient remain silent about this: this is j
not the first time they have forgotten
the ninth commandment. We have
heard enough false statements from
the Politburo-appointed Russian
Orthodox Church leaders, who with–
out fear of sin have told the world
about the growth of churches in the
USSR and the flourishing of free–
dom of conscience. Again they are
throwing dust in our eyes. This is the
status of the Ukrainian Orthodox
(Continued on page 8)

Congressman again raises Demjanjuk case
by Maria Lischak
UNA Washington Office
WASH1NGTON - At a February
27 press conference in his office, Rep.
James Traficant (D-Ohio) revealed that
in light of a recent "60 Minutes"
segment on the case of John Demjan–
juk, he will be presenting new evidence
to Michael Shahin, director of the U.S.
Justice Department's Office of Profes–
sional Responsibilities (OPR) on the
handling of the Demjanjuk case by the
Office of Special investigations (OS1).
OPR is assigned to investigate the
procedures and allegations of misconduct by offices of the Justice De–
partment.
Rep. Traficant stated that Mr.
Shahin assured him that there will be
"an absolute, active investigation of the
information that 1 have presented to
him and he will update it according to
the information 1 will submit here
today."
Referring to the "60 Minutes" seg–
ment, Rep. Traficant stated that a
woman by the name of Maria Dudek,
who still lives in the same house in the
Polish village which was visiteci by "ivan

the Terrible" knew this man by his
family name, Marczenko. He went on
to state that in 1979 the Polish War
Crimes Commission had written to OS1
stating that they had no listing of a man
by the name of John Demjanjuk. At the
same time the commission submitted a
listing of 43 persons from Ukraine
known to have been at Treblinka. Rep.
Traficant pointed out that in the list "of
43 known guards who served at Tre–
blinka is — bingo — a man by the name
of ivan Marczenko."
During his statement, Rep. Traficant
again reiterated that he does not ques–
tion the OSFs purposes and believes that
what they are doing needs to be done.
He went on to state that "1 believe they
(OS1) have put the blinders on, they are
going without oversight, and they h^ve
trespassed on the rights of Demjanjuk."
He announced that he is sending a
letter to Attorney General Richard
Thornburgh asking that he review this
matter, "if the Justice Department is
not going to review this matter then І
will find a prosecutor somewhere in the
United States who canfindjurisdiction,
pull together a grand jury of American
(Continued on page 11)
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Harvard Ukrainian Summer institute Second Millennium Dinner
announces 1990 academic program honors activist, scholar
CAMBRlDGE, Mass. - The Har–
vard Ukrainian Summer institute has
announced that its 1990 summer session
will take place from June 25 through
August 17. This is the 20th consecutive
year that the Harvard Summer School
and the Harvard Ukrainian Research
institute have jointly organized an
eight-week program of courses on
Ukrainian topics.
The courses offered this year are:
beginning, intermediate and advanced
Ukrainian language (eight credits each);
"Twentieth Century Ukrainian Litera–
ture: 1900-1965"; "Ukrainian History to
1800"; and offered for the first time this
summer, "Music and Ethnography in
Ukraine and East Central Europe"
(four credits each). Once admitted into
the program, students are required to
take at least eight credits.
A summer at the Harvard Ukrainian
Summer institute is an enriching expe–
rience. The institute provides an oppor–
tunity to receive accredited university
instruction in Ukrainian studies and at
the same time attend special lectures
given by leading scholars and films
about Ukrainian culture and society, in
previous years, participants have come
from throughout the United States and
Canada, as well as Europe, Latin
America, the Soviet Union and Austra–
lia.
Field trips and the weekly Ukrainian
table allow all students to practice
Ukrainian at any level of fluency.
Participants in the program have access
to Harvard's research instructional and
athletic facilities, its libraries and
museums. A wide variety of extracurri–
cular activities can take students into
Cambridge, Boston or one of the sur–

rounding communities, all of which
have a wealth of historic sites, parks and
interesting things to see and do.
One of the highlights from the 1989
summer program was the weeklong
theatre workshop which culminated in
an innovative performance by the
summer students. A similar program is
being planned for the 1990 session.
Applicants to the Harvard Ukrainian
Summer institute must either be at least
19 years of age or have attended one
year of college. Admission is based on
the applicant's academic record, a letter
of recommendation and a statement of
purpose. Returning students must have
satisfactorily completed their previous
summer course work to be readmitted.
Students who are accepted into the
institute are eligible to receive a fulltuition scholarship — this year's tuition
is 51,900 - if they join the Friends of
the Harvard Ukrainian Research lnsti–
tute by making a S300 contribution.
This contribution, a three-year mem–
bership in Friends of HUR1, entitles
students to a full tuition scholarship for
up to three consecutive summer insti–
tutes (upon meeting all requirements).
Students who choose to stay in the
university dormitories must pay for
their room and board; this year the cost
is 51,525.
Applications are now available for
the 1990 summer session and may be
obtained by writing to: Harvard Ukrai–
nian Summer institute, 1583 Massa–
chusetts Ave., Cambridge, Mass. 02138,
or by calling (617) 495-7835. Applica–
tions should be sent in promptly; a
limited number of dormitory spaces are
available and the language classes have
a limited enrollment.

Dr. Lubomyr Luciuk (right) accepts the John Sopinka Award for Excellence in
Ukrainian Studies from Justice John Sopinka,
TORONTO - Some 200 people
gathered recently in the Great Hall of
Hart House on the University of To–
ronto campus to participate in the
Second Millennium Dinner.
Among the guests of honor seated at
the head table were Yevhen Sverstiuk
from Kiev, Justice John Sopinka and
his wife, Marie, Dr. Dmytro Cipywnyk,
president of the Ukrainian Canadian
Congress, and his wife, Maura, the Rt.
Rev. Michael Bodnarchuk of St. Deme–
trius Ukrainian Orthodox Church,

Joint project to focus on political thinker Drahomanov
Ukrainian Studies Fund
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. - with the
present attempt to rehabilitate Ukrai–
nian history, Mykhailo.Drahomanov, a
prominent Ukrainian thinker, political
activist, and scholar of the past cen–
tury, is once again being mentioned in
the Soviet Ukrainian press. Last year
for example, a lengthy article by the
historian Raisa lvanchenko appeared in
the Kiev weekly Literaturna Ukraina
extolling Drahomanov's importance in
the political development of pre-revolu–
tionary Ukraine.
The article highlighted the polemics
which evolved around Drahomanov's
sociopolitical theories in the pre-Stalin
era and criticized the reasons for the
absence of any contemporary serious
discussion. The article offered readers
in Ukraine the first opportunity in
almost two decades to learn about
Drahomanov and his scholarly and
political activities.
Raisa lvanchenko is the author of a
book on Drahomanov, published in
Kiev in 1971. This publication, and the
appearance of two volumes of Draho–
manov's selected works (Kiev, 1970),
symbolized the culmination of renewed
interest in Drahomanov during the
1960s thaw. Dr. ivanchenko's works,
and the works of other authors,
analyzed Drahomanov's contributions,
although with great caution, since not
all of Drahomanov's views were in
agreement with the official ideology of
that time.
Even this cautious venture into
research on Drahomanov was not
tolerated, and that same year a scathing
review of Dr. ivanchenko's book,
written by an academician of the Aca–
tiemy of Sciences of the Ukrainian SSR,

was published in Komunist Ukrainy
(1972, No. 11). Consequently, all research on Drahomanov came to a halt.
in her latest article, Dr. lvanchenko
finds it necessary not only to deal once
and for all with the incompetent criti–
cism of Drahomanov, but also to em–
phasize the importance of analyzing the
extraordinarily original legacy of Dra–
homanov. Dr. lvanchenko is troubled
by the present ignorance about Draho–
manov and his works.
Drahomanov is also the subject of
discussion on this side of the Atlantic.
The Ukrainian Research institute of
Harvard University plans to initiate a
project to have the works of Drahoma–
nov published. The institute alone is
unable to finance a new project of such
magnitude (approximately 30 volumes)
and is soliciting help from the Ukrai–
nian Studies Fund to raise funds, so that
at least the initial volume of the series
might soon appear.
The Drahomanov publishing project
is unquestionably important. Draho–
manov certainly is one of the most
prominent Ukrainian theoreticians.
Access for Western scholars to Draho–
manov's works is at present very
limited: not one edition of his entire
literary legacy has ever been published;
there is not even a compilation of his
major contributions.

virtually unknown. The publishing
project would serve to guarantee con–
servation of numerous original materials (letters and manuscripts in dire
need of microfilming) and stimulate
new research.
Not everyone wishes this, as witness–
ed by criticism of Dr. lvanchenko that
appeared in Literaturna Ukraina,
following her recent article. The authors
of the attack claimed that Dr. ivan–
chenko was "speculating on the nega–
tive influences of the period of the cult
of Stalin." They accused her of transforming Drahomanov into a revolu–
tionary-democrat in order to write
about Drahomanov without the neces–
sary "exposition of faults" in his theo–
ries. They cited the earlier criticism of
Dr. ivanchenko's book from 1972, that
"...Marxist-Leninist methodology in
research demands a concrete historical
approach... Overemphasis of one aspect
in the activity of historical personages,
embellishment or covering up mistakes
will not be tolerated, insofar as this
leads to a twisting of historical truth."

it is interesting to note that this most
recent attack on Drahomanov and Dr.
lvanchenko did not pass without a
counteroffensive, co-authored by six
well-known scholars. They state that in
the 1930s:
"...Drahomanov's concepts, like
Previous publications (for example, those of other thinkers of the past, were
his "Selected Works," edited by Pavlo condemned as hostile and rejected. The
Bohacky, 1937) have become bibliogra– people responsible for this were certain
phic rarities. The only publication types of scholars who originated from
containing several works in English an epoch of moral and intellectual
translation (edited by the historian 1. detriment. These scholars did not gain
Lysiak-Rudnytsky) appeared 38 years competency through scholarship, but
ago. The lack of publications of Dra– mainly by exposing certain 'hostile'
hamanov's works makes his place in the theories and individuals, who were
history А? ЩйЩіп' political thopgliiv. vt r
(Continued on jjage:ЛІр) 1;,
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Christina Bardyn and Paul Ortynsky,
president of the Ukrainian Canadian
Professional and Business Federation.
ihor Bardyn, president of the Chair
of Ukrainian Studies Foundation,
served as master of ceremonies. Among
other notable guests in the audience
were Prof. Eric Moore, representing the
Department of Geography at Queen's
University, and his wife, Barbara, and
John Gregorovich, chairman of the
Civil Liberties Commission of the
Ukrainian Canadian Congress, and his
wife, Elizabeth.
During the evening's program, Mr.
Gregorovich was presented with the
Shevchenko Medal by the congress for
his exemplary work in defense of the
Ukrainian Canadian community during
the war crimes debates.
The evening's opening speech was
made by Mr. Sverstiuk.
Following the address, Mr. Bardyn
outlined the activities of the Chair of
Ukrainian Studies Foundation and
went on to announce that the first
recipient of the John Sopinka Award
for Excellence in Ukrainian Studies
would be Dr. Lubomyr Luciuk, an
assistant professor and Canada Research Fellow in the Department of
Geography at Queen's University in
Kingston.
Following this warmly applauded
announcement, Prof. Paul R. Magocsi,
holder of the Chair of Ukrainian Stu–
dies at the University of Toronto,
described Dr. Luciuk's considerable
scholarly accomplishments to date and
stressed that one could predict com–
fortably that this young scholar would
continue contributing a great deal to the
academic world while maintaining his
energetic involvement in Ukrainian
Canadian affairs.
Following Dr. Magocsi's remarks,
Mr. Sopinka rose to formally present
the award, in doing so he recalled the
valuable work Prof. Luciuk had done
on behalf of the Ukrainian Canadian
community during the course of the
Commission of inquiry on War Crimi–
nals and also thanked Dr. Luciuk for his
assistance during the Brussels session of
the international Commission of in–
quiry on the Great Famine in 1932-1933
in Ukraine.
He concli J 4 , in Ukrainian, by
than kin - 'he foundation for helping
establish the award in his name and
Continued on page 13)
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The
Fraternal
Corner

CONvENTlON PREvJEWTfhe sights of inner Harbor

by Andre J. Worobec
Fraternal Activities Coordinator

Essay and poster
contest announced
by Andre J. Worobec
І am happy to announce that the
Ukrainian National Association is
sponsoring two separate contests,
an essay and a poster contest.
Announcements about the contests
have already been mailed to all
UNA districts and branches. Ads
about the contests with accom–
panying official entry forms have
been placed in Svoboda and The
Ukrainian Weekly. Announce–
ments are also being sent to Ukrai–
nian schools in the U.S. and Canada.
Please contact the UNA's fraternal
activities coordinator if your
school does not receive such an
announcement soon.
All readers are invited to partici–
pate in the above contests. Each of
the contests is open both to adults,
16 years of age and over, and so
youths, under age 16, as well as to
UNA members and non-members
alike. Separate prizes will be award–
ed to adults and youth. The topic
for the essay and for the poster is:
"What Does Batko Soyuz (UNA)
Mean to Me?"
The following prizes will be
awarded for each bont^t:
9 First - a free two-day stay for
two at Soyuzivka. (Stay ft subject
to availability of rooms and prior
reservations.)
^ Second — The two-volume
Ukraine: A Concise Encyclopedia.
^ Third prize — "History of
Ukraine" by Michael Hrushevsky.
For the best essay and the poster
in each UNA district, there will also
be smaller prizes consisting of
books or subscriptions to UNA
newspapers or to veselka, the
Ukrainian children's magazine.
Ukrainian schools are invited to
cooperate with the UNA in this
contest by encouraging its students
to enter. Each school, which cooperates and submits at least 10
contestants, will receive an incen–
tive award consisting of a reference
book, a history book or other
valuable book for its school library.
Winners will be announced at the
32nd UNA Convention held at
Baltimore this year on May 28-June
1.
The following rules apply for the
essay contest:
^ The essay may be written in
English or Ukrainian.
^ it must be typed or written
legibly on letter-size paper.
9 The length of the essay is a
maximum 300 words for adults and
200 for youths.
^ Essays will be judged on apt–
ness of thought and sincerity.
The rules for the poster contest
are:
9 The poster must be your visual
impression of Batko Soyuz, that is,
the UNA personified, on white 8!4by-11-inch (standard business
letter-size).
a All essays and ppsjters will
(Continued on page 15)

A postcard featuring the Hyatt Regency Hotel in Baltimore.
by John Kun
BALTIMORE - For the first time in
l its 96-year history, the Ukrainian
І National Association will hold a na–
l tional convention in the beautiful city of
І Baltimore. A great American urban
l center, Baltimore is retaining much of
l its traditional, ethnic past and mixing it
l with the best of the high-tech future.
While UNA delegates stay at the
l Hyatt Regency Baltimore, a contempo–
l rary, premier hotel, they will be at the
І rejuvenated center of this grand seaport
;j town.
This modern area includes inner
!j Harbor, a sparkling waterfront area
l that is a complex of leisure and cultural
І opportunities. A six-block brick pro–
1 menade, pedestrian bridges and over–
1 head walkways offer myriad activities
і within strolling distance.
^ World Trade Center; Top of the
World - The perfect starting point for

mammals, fish, birds, reptiles and
amphibians, in re-creations of their l
natural habitats.
^ U.S. Frigate Constellation - The j
first commissioned ship of the U.S. ;
Navy and the oldest American warship j
continuously afloat. You can stroll on j
and below deck to view the living j
quarters and battle stations of those j
great men who went to sea and protect– f
ed America from pirates.
^ Harborplace — Two glass-en^ U.S.A. Torsk and the Lightship j
closed pavilions, Harborplace is over Chesapeake — The Galloping Ghost of f
140 shops and restaurants with a sea- the Japanese Coast and a former Chesa– f
side view. Carts full of delights, charm– peake Bay floating-lighthouse.
ing crafts and beautiful shops.
your Baltimore visit. The tallest penta–
gonal structure in the U.S., this building
was designed by І.М. Pei. The 27th
floor is a visitors' center and observa–
tion level, offering a five-sided pano–
ramic view. A "mini-museum," family
album of Baltimore greats, a "see and
do" area explaining the workings of the
port, plus films and audiovisuals are
part of this stop.

t National Aquarium — Surround–
ed by "Sounds of the Sea," visitors
make their way through a tropical rain
forest, the largest Atlantic coral reef
exhibition in the U.S. and a 220,000gallon "Open Ocean Tank" alive with
large game fish. There are over 5,000
specimens of 600 different types of

ь Maryland Science Center;' Davis І
Planetarium — A wealth of adventure f
to see, do and touch. Experience inter– f
terrestrial travel and watch the best star– f
studded show on the East Coast in the І
Davis Planetarium.
Next: Baltimore's historical spots.

UNA donates S 10,000 to Children of Chornobyl Relief
The Ukrainian National
Association on February
2 donated S10,000 to the
National Fund to Aid U–
kraine, the parent body of
both the Children of Chor–
nobyl Relief Fund and the
Rukh Fund. The donation
was made before the start
of a meeting of the na–
tional fund's board of di–
rectors held that day at
the UNA headquarters
buidling. A check for
Ф 10,000 was presented by
Supreme President John
O. Flis (right), Supreme
Secretary Walter Sochan
(left) and Supreme Trea–
surer Ulana Diachuk to
Prof. Taras Hunczak,
board president. UNA
executive officers empha–
sized that this was only
the UNA'S first donation
to the fund.
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A Rukh spokesman's proposal
Ukrainian

De-democratization
Just a couple of hours before The Weekly was scheduled "to be put to bed"
(as they say in journalese), it was learned that the U.S. congressional
commission seeking visas in order to travel to Ukraine for its March 4
elections had been turned down by the Soviet government. That decision
came on the heels of the Soviets' denial of entry to a similar delegation of
Canadian members of Parliament. At about the same time as the U.S.
Helsinki Commission was informed of the final Soviet decision, The
Ukrainian Weekly's Associate Editor Marta Kolomayets, who had applied
for a business visa enabling her to cover the historic events in Ukraine as a
journalist, finally learned the status of her own visa application: it, too, had
been turned down.
Apparently the reason for denial in all three cases was the same: none of the
above had "official e n o u g h " invitations to be allowed to witness the
momentous elections in Ukraine. Neither the Ukrainian Republican Group
of People's Deputies, a group of elected Soviet government officials (in the
case of the U.S. and Canadian delegations), nor the officially sanctioned
Ukrainian Writers' Union, which is accredited to post its own candidates in
elections (in Ms. Kolomayets' case),had the authority to invite observers or
journalists for the elections. That could only be done, several Soviet officials
said, by the Supreme Soviet of Ukraine or the USSR. Despite numerous
attempts by the U.S. congressmen, the Canadian MPs and The Weekly
associate editor, no one was able to receive the requisite invitation.
it is curious, to say the least, that the difficulties encountered by these
observers and a lone journalist should occur at the same time that the
openness and democratization begun in the Soviet Union have begun to bear
fruit throughout Eastern Europe.
it is ironic that while Nicaragua allowed 3,000 observers and countless
journalists to observe its historic elections, the USSR, suddenly xenophobic,
has closed its doors.
What are the Soviets hiding? The Communist Party's machinations against
its opponents in the elections? Popular discontent with the hard-line, old-time
party hacks? The party's attempt to crack down on its own members who have
displayed some innovative, independent thinking?
Sen. Dennis DeConcini, chairman of the U.S. Helsinki Commission,stated:
"We don't understand why Moscow would want to keep U.S. congressmen
from observing the process of democratization in the USSR."
Orest D e y c h a k i w s k y , a c o m m i s s i o n staffer put it more b l u n t l y :
"Unfortunately, this harks back to the era of stagnation."
We ask: Coming as this decision does after a much-publicized process of
democratization in the USSR, are we now witnessing a de-democratization?

Turning the pages back...
Born on March 3, 1927, in Alberta, Canada, William
Kurelek achieved wide r e c o g n i t i o n as a p a i n t e r who
documented Ukrainian immigrant life on the Canadian
prairies.
The son of a Ukrainian immigrant farmer, he was raised in rural Manitoba,
attended high school and university in Winnipeg and then studied art at the Ontario
College of Art and the institute Allende in Mexico.
During his stay in England in 1952-1959, he was hospitalized for chronic
depression and found solace in the Roman Catholic faith.
in the early 1960s, Mr. Kurelek became obsessed with a decision to build a
nuclear-blast shelter. He said, as Dr. Patricia Morley, his biographer, relates in the
book: "Kurelek: A Biography": that his decision to build a shelter was based on
artist's institution and a Christian faith disturbed by the continual moral decline of
society. He had said that nuclear war was "pretty well inevitable," but would not be
the end of the world, it might, he added, be "the great shock" society needed: a postnuclear world might be a better place to live and raise a family. His friends took his
position as being un-Christian, for a Christian, they argued, should not be so fearful
of death.
To explain his position about the shelter, Kurelek issued a manifesto: ...
"...1 foresee a new golden age of Faith after intense suffering has purged us of our
materialistic pride. The supernatural will impinge more on the natural world once
again as it did dramatically in the first centuries of the Christian era. But even if
human history were to end soon, it beats me how anyone can see a Christian's
philosophy as pessimistic...
"The Christian knows that death is but the door to everlasting life - united
with the family of G o d , he will be
forever perfectly happy. The lifespan of
man on earth is but a brief testing period
in preparation for that total fulfillment.
What earthly goal could possibly be
more joyful and optimistic?"
Kurelek died on November 3, 1977 in
Toronto.
At least 17 volumes of his plates and
i l l u s t r a t i o n s have been p u b l i s h e d .
Among his most important works is the
series of 160 paintings that depict the
Passion of Christ. This monumental
work is housed in the Kurelek Art
Gallery in Niagara Falls, Ontario.
His works have found a home in 15
museums and galleries in North Ame–
rica.

Tomorrow will inevitably come.
by Yiacheslav Briukhovetsky
News of joyous events has reached us
from Ukraine. On January 21, a human
chain approximately 500 kilometers
long united Kiev and Lviv, the two
former capitals, respectively, of the
Ukrainian National Republic and the
Western Ukrainian National Republic.
A year ago, when several of us sat down
to write the program for the Popular
Movement of Ukraine for Perebudova,
or Rukh, such an event was incon–
ceivable. But, since that time, Rukh has
undergone a series of complex stages of
development and, as a result, thou–
sands of people of various nationalities
inhabiting Ukraine have demonstrated
their unity and their resolve.
Historically, Ukraine has had a full
cup of suffering. The memory of this
incredible suffering is perhaps encoded
in our genes. And, therefore, 1 think
that our call for democratization and
peaceful establishment of Ukrainian
sovereignty, at the same time that blood
is being shed in other Soviet republics,
should not surprise anyone.
Today we are experiencing the deci–
sive moment of our democratic transformation. On this very day, elections
to the Ukrainian SSR Supreme Soviet,
our parliament, our being held. This
body, over the next five years, will chart
our course toward restructuring (pere–
budova) of our land. Candidates who
support Rukh have an excellent chance
of winning, in most of the 450 electoral
districts there are candidates of the
Democratic Bloc which supports Rukh.
Of course, these candidates have tried to
persuade voters to cast their ballots for
t h e m . A recent poll c o n d u c t e d by
verchirniy Kyiv (Evening Kiev), a daily
newspaper published in the Ukrainian
capital, gives us hope that they will
indeed be victorious.
in answer to the question "Who do
you think will be president of Ukraine?"
the 6,207 persons polled answered as
follows. Out of the 17 candidates most
often mentioned, 13 are supporters of
Rukh; party candidates were named
ninth, 13th, 15th and 16th. volodymyr
Yavorivsky, vice-chairman of Rukh,
tops the list. Thus, Rukh figured in 87.6
percent of all responses.
A similar trend is seen in the answers
to the second question: "Who will be
mayor of Kiev?" ivan Saliy, first secre–
tary of the Podil district's Communist
Party, a courageous supporter of Rukh,
also received most of the votes.
These are encouraging results, but we
must not let ourselves experience a false
e u p h o r i a . A h e a d of us lies a very
difficult political struggle that we must
win. Will a p r o - R u k h majority of
deputies in the Supreme Soviet signify
victory for us? Let us take a closer look
at the situation.
Out of the 31 most popular leaders,
12 are writers, one an economist and
one a lawyer. What does this indicate?
These same 6,207 Kievites cited in
vechirniy Kyiv insisted also that the
Supreme Soviet should be dominated
first by lawyers; second, by economists;
and third, by politicians — that is, not
by poets and writers.
For this reason, the following are
most important questions: Who will
enact new laws? Who will cure an
extremely sick e c o n o m y ? W h o will
manage our rich black soil (chorno–
Dr. viacheslav
Briukhovetsky
is
chairman of the Secretariat of the Rukh
Congress, and a member of the Rukh's
Grand Council and its Council of
Nationalities.

Dr. viacheslav Briukhovetsky
zem)? Who will lift up our country to
the level of modern industrial techno–
logy? We must attempt to answer these
questions today.
We are grateful to all those people
who are helping the rebirth of Ukraine,
who try to reduce the consequences of
the Chornobyl tragedy. Of course, the
m e d i c a t i o n s for c h i l d r e n , syringes,
vitamins and computers sent to us by
Americans of good will are urgently
needed. But, in terms of the enormity of
the Chornobyl disaster, of the economic
and ecological problems of Ukraine,
these are small and largely symbolic
gestures. To be sure, this expression of
good does s t r e n g t h e n the unity of
Ukrainians at home and in diaspora,
but it does not solve these problems.
What we urgently need is theexper–
tise of highly qualified professionals,
a r m e d with m o d e r n scientific and
technological skills, who can transform
o u r U k r a i n e into a politically and
economically well-functioning modern
state.
For Rukh this transformation is the
number one priority. And, therefore, we
must channel our attention and our
efforts toward seeking and training such
professionals. How can you assist us in
this regard?
Those of you who are in such profes–
sions as law, medicine, industrial pro–
d u c t i o n , m a n a g e m e n t , business, research and development could invite
our specialists for three-to six-month
stays in the United States to upgrade
their qualifications and to acquire upto-date knowledge. At this point, we
specifically need middle-level mana–
gers, financiers and researchers in
applied sciences, such as c o m p u t e r
science, food processing, medical research and ecology.
Rukh will seek and appoint pctential
candidates for such programs. Their
arrival and stay in the United States
could be financed through the Rukh
Fund that is part of the National Fund
to Aid Ukraine. This, in my opinion,
would be the most productive and the
most profitable way to apply this fund.
Our selection of potential trainees
will be based on the following criteria:
1) membership in Rukh; 2) solid pro–
fessional qualifications; 3) complete
proficiency in the Ukrainian language;
and 4) working knowledge of English.
As far as you are concerned, it would be
highly advisable and desirable to inform
the N a t i o n a l F u n d to Aid Ukraine
(Prof. Taras Hunczak, president) about
actual and potential sponsors of such
p r o g r a m s by M a r c h 23. (The next
meeting of the National Fund to Aid
Ukraine is slated to be held on March
24. - Editor. J
(Continued on page 12)
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NOTEWORTHY PROJECTS

Canadian documentation center
to focus on World War 11
TORONTO - A nation that does
not know its past is destined for obli–
vion in the future. This was the guiding
principle behind a recent meeting of
members of the Ukrainian Canadian
Research and Documentation Center
(UCRDC) and the community, which
took place at St. Yladimir institute in
Toronto,
Because of extensive media coverage,
it has become widely known that the
UCRDC made the film "Harvest of
Despair" about the Great Famine of
1932-1933 in Ukraine. This is the first
film made and funded entirely by the
Ukrainian diaspora xo have gained
international recognition, it has also
been widely shown in Ukraine with
overwhelming success.
The nexi projec: of the UCRDC is a
film concerniag Ukrainian involvement
in the World War l l The aim of the
meeting was io aequainc the community
at large witn the wori that is now in
progress on thtf f'.m 'Ukraine in the
Second World Wai–" and with the
problems that lkive emerged during the
course of thij work.
Those in ншга.'зпсі viewed excerpts
from videotaped i:;tervi ;ws, Metropolis
tan Mstysluv of .ho Ukrainian Auto–
cephalouf) ОіЧІ2 04Іс" і 'hurch reminisced
about the 3^ nvm l ho Ukrainian people
gave the ( tiurcli Juri;ig the years of
German occuoanon and how this con–
trasxed w i ^ th) altitudes of local
Russians and Russiiied Ukrainians,
Jaroslaw Sokolyk, current head of
the Ukrair:^:i Canadian Committee,
Toronto Branch, gavo a moving emo–
tionaJ ассошії о і tbi cruelty of the

German guards in the Brygitka prison
in Lviv, including mass killings of
prisoners and finding amidst corpses
the body of Yuriy Shukhevych, brother
of Gen. Roman Shukhevych-Chu–
prynka.
The excerpts shown also included the
testimony of non-Ukrainians, such as
that of a Dutch general who was saved
by members of the Ukrainian insur–
gent Army (UFA), and of Count Ni–
kolai Tolstoi.
The director of the UCRDC, Prof.
Wolodymyr Janishewskyj informed the
gathering thai the interviews shown
were as yet unedited.
The project aims to provide a film
that would also encompass events of the
interwar period and Ukrainian partici–
pation in the Canadian Armed Forces.
The UCRDC also intends to issue a
series of one-hour documentaries,
based on material already gathered, for
use in schoolSo
lroida Wynnyckyj gave a report on
the arrangement of the center's archive,
established in the course of the film
projects, "Harvest of Despair" and
"Ukraine in the Second World War.55
This archive includes photographs,
periodicals, correspondence, interviews, and a 20-hour collection of film
footage, Thanks to assistance from the
Ontario provincial government and
community donations, this material has
been arranged, catalogued and made
accessible for further study.
Prof, W. isajiw announced that a
conference will be held in late 1990,
focusing on the need to: analyze and
(Continued on page 15)

California computer project
і course in Ukraine
BERKELEY Calif. - The Nestor
institute Computer Project, working
with a cooperative in Ukraine, will offer
a computer irm;:mg course in Lviv
during the Mimover of 1990. The official
invitation саЧз ftr instructors from the
U.S. staying with йиЬ nembers in Lviv,
to teach bsghuvdv and intermediate
computer sklfls ІО two groups of stu–
dents.
Computer ^reject organizers seek
persons interested :n participating in the
project, either ілз wnus?, instructors, or
as U.S. support p^'sor^ei able to set up
equipment ^ud software for the course,
instructor will be expected to pay
their own tnmspofiation (about
Sl,OOO), bui would hav^ free room and
board with L4v families, if sufficient
funds are iyaihbb, ihe institute will
offer partial stipends for transporta–
tion.
The Nestor institute seeks donations
from individual? and organizations
within the Ukrainian community, as
well as foundations to cover the cost of
computer equipment software, and
office expenses.
The Lviv group has made arrange^
ments through the Ukrainian Children's
Fund for classroom facilities and offi–
cial permission to conduct the course.
Lviv тетЬ?гз cf the computer club
include community activists, jurists,
electronic 3nginesi3, professors, pro–
grammers and stortenis of middle and
higher grach; in school.
Plans call for two parallel computer
courses, llu first group, consisting of
15 to 20 adulto would learn word
processing, рщ? lay о т , database ma–

nagement, small business accounting,
and spreadsheets. Advanced subjects
such as programming, CAD,'CAM,
and Artificial intelligence would be
offered if there are qualified instructors.
The second group consisting of high
school students, would learn instruc–
tional and recreational games, word
processing, and use of computers to
learn academic subjects. Tentative
plans call for advanced computer train–
ing for selected members of the Lviv
Computer Club in the United States at a
future date.
A Nestor Computer Project represent
tative will travel to Lviv in March to
help set up the details of the computer
training course. Organizers of the
Computer Project intend to set up a
flexible schedule for instructors, so they
can combine the Computer Project with
tourism. Matters still to be determined
include the exact dates and total length
of the course, and the exact numbers of
ІВМ and Macintosh computers needed.
Current plans call for the Computer
Project to bring at least six personal
computers and printers to be donated to
the Lviv Computer Club, Tax-deduc–
tible donations of computer equipment,
software, and cash for operating ex–
penses may be made to the Nestor
institute Computer Project.
if you can help with setting up
equipment and software, fund-raising,
grant-writing, or would like more
information about participating, please
contact Tamara Horodysky, computer
project coordinator at Nestor institute,
2213 Acton St., Berkeley, Calif. 94702;
(415) 549-1791 (Pacific Standard Time).
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Faces and Places
by Myron B. Kuropas

Arizona victory
Now that Communism no longer
looms as the number one threat to the
American way of life, what will take its
place?
is it our deteriorating public school
system? Drugs? The homeless? Corpo–
rate avarice? Family erosion? Declining
morals? A1DS?
For some Americans it is none of the
above. For them, it seems, it is the rise of
bilingualism.
That's right, Bilingualism. Like in
proclaiming 1989 "the year of the
Ukrainian language" by community
preservationists, Bilingualism, The kind
one associates with hyphenated Ame–
ricanism, so roundly condemned by
Theodore Roosevelt. "There can be no
50-50 Americanism in this country," he
once declared. "There is room here for
only 100 percent Americanism."
True enough. But our venerable onetime president missed the point, it's
really not an either^ or proposition, in
today's America, some of the most
patriotic, law-abiding, and loyal citi–
zens are bilingual and hyphenated, like
in vietnamese–American, JapaneseAmerican, Ukrainian-American.
it's not a matter of one plus one
equaling two. it's more like one times
one equaling one.
My sainted grandmother, Martha
Mehal, lived in the United States for
almost 50 years. She never learned
English, When she came here during the
1920s, she found work in a factory that
employed Ukrainians and Poles, She
got along fine, Later, she came to live
with my parents and never had a need to
learn English, Was she a great Ameri–
can? You bet. When they waived the
language requirement for those over 70
she became an American citizen, it was
one of the proudest moments of her life,
and she cherished it the rest of her life,
U.S. English, a national, non-profit
organization heavily funded by a pro–
fessionally orchestrated mail campaign,
was established in 1983 to promote a
constitutional amendment (initially
introduced by Sen, S. 1. Hayakawa in
1981) to make English the official
language of the United States, Thus far
36 states have passed legislation mandating English as the official state
language.
Opposed to U.S. English are two
national organizations, the Federation
of American and Cultural Language
Communities (FACLC), and the En–
glish Plus information Clearinghouse
(ЕРІС).
Headed by Franco-American Walter
Landry of Louisiana, FACLC is a
loose coalition of ethnic Americans
(including one Ukrainian American)
who support legislation which would
protect ethno-cultura! rights in Ame–
rica, Although small, FACLC was able
to prevail upon Дер. Jimmy Hayes (D–
La.) to introduce a bill in 1987 (H.J.
232) which would have added an
amendment to the U.S. Constitution
recognizing "the right of the people to
preserve, foster, and promote their
respective historic, linguistic and cul–
tural origins," A similar bill (SJ. 134)
was introduced in the Senate by John B,
Breaux (D-La.).
Both bills were re-introduced in 1989
but don't appear to be going very far,
Mr. Landry hasn't given up, however,
"The United States must be made safe
for diversity," he told me last week, "if

ethnic Americans don't begin speaking
out, we risk returning to the nativist
tradition of the past when ethnic Ame–
ricans were all expected to 'melt' and
disappear."
While FACLC concentrates most of
its efforts on the U.S. Congress, ЕРІС,
founded in 1987 as a coalition of 32
diverse organizations to promote the
concepts of "English Plus," has focused
its attention on state legislative and
judicial bodies. Dedicated to the propo–
sition that '4he national interest can be
best served when all members of our
society have full access'to effective
opportunities to acquire strong English
proficiency plus mastery of a second or
multiple languages, ЕРІС enjoys wide
support among Chinese, Hispanic,
Haitian and Jewish community leaders.
As state after state adopted English as
the official state language during the
!980's it appeared that the U.S, English
steamroller could not be stopped. Early
in February, however, the tide started to
turn, A federal judge ruled that an
amendment to the Arizona Constitu–
tion establishing English as the state's
official language violates the U.S.
Constitution's First Amendment gua–
rantee of free speech.
it was a victory for ЕРІС which5
despite earlier support from such Ari–
zona luminaries as Sens, Dennis De–
Concinl and John McCain, as well as
Reps, Morris Udall and John Kolbe,
watched in dismay in November of 1988
as Proposition 106 - banning^he use
of non-English languages at all levels of
government and requiring the state and
all of its political subdivisions to 'Чаке
all reasonable steps to preserve, protect
and enhance the English language" was passed by Arizona voters by a one
percent margin.
in his 21-page opinion, U.S. District
Judge Paul G, Rosenblatt ruled that the
Arizona official-English amendment
6t
when read in its full literal breadth,"
forced many state officials and em–
ployees who wished to communicate
with speakers of other languages "to
either violate their sworn oaths to obey
the state constitution and thereby
subject themselves to potential sanc–
tions and private suits, or to curtail their
free-speech rights."
І first wrote about the danger of U.S.
English on these pages in 1986, At the
time, only one person, Steve Olek,
responded to my column, politely but
vehemently disagreeing. Other Ukrai–
nian Americans with whom 1 spoke
responded with a typical no-hum atti–
tude perceiving the entire matter as a
non-issue,
it is not a non-issue. The Arizona law
is the tip of the iceberg which, despite
U.S. English denials, demonstrates how
far some nativists will go in restricting
the rights of America's ethno-cultural
communities. Once English becomes
the official language of the United
States we could quickly find ourselves
members of an English-only society,
it's time for Ukrainian Americans
concerned with the future of their
language and community in America to
sit-up, take notice, and get involved
with FACLC and ЕРІС,
if the first amendment protects the
right of misguided Americans to burn
the flag, it surely protects the right of
government employees to speak Spa–
nish, Greek and Ukrainian.
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51 Ukrainian children travel to lsrael for medical treatment
JERSEY C1TY, N.J. - The first
direct Soviet flight from Kiev, to Tel
Aviv a little more than a month ago
brought 51 children and three adults
who are ill as a result of the 1986
Chornobyl nuclear accident to lsrael for
medical treatment.
The patients were invited to lsrael
through the initiative of Moshe Fish–
bein, a U k r a i n i a n - l a n g u a g e poet of
Jewish, ancestry who emigrated from
the USSR in 1979 and now is an israeli
citizen.
Costs of medical care at Beilinson
H o s p i t a l in Petah Tikva (Gates of
Hope) outside of Tel Aviv as well as
funding for the trip were provided by
the israeli trade union organization
Histradut and by a Soviet public foun–
dation, The Jerusalem Post reported.
News from Ukraine, the Englishlanguage newspaper published in the
Ukrainian capital by the Ukraina So–
ciety, noted that after the children
underwent medical treatment they were
to be hosted at a nearby kibbutz.
The Kiev newspaper also reported
that the trip was negotiated by Mr.
Fishbein last a u t u m n a n d that the
undertaking was supported by People's
Deputies of the U S S R v o l o d y m y r
Yavorivsky and Dr. Yuriy Shcherbak,
as well as by lvan Drach, chairman of
the Popular Movement of Ukraine for
Perebudova, or Rukh. Mr. Yavorivsky
also is a leading Rukh activist, while
Dr. S h c h e r b a k is president of the
ecological organization Zelenyi Svit.
The children, who are between 6 and
16 years old, suffer from various ail–
ments, including tumors and glaucoma,
while the three adults are firefighters
who received massive doses of radiation
when they tried to control the fire at the
Chornobyl plant at the time of the
world's worst nuclear a c c i d e n t , T h e
Jerusalem Post noted.
A m o n g the children as well are
several youngsters suffering from the
mysterious disease afflicting children in
the Chernivtsi a r e a .
Also traveling with the group are five
physicians and a Soviet television crew.
Preparatory work, including gather–
ing of the children's medical histories,

Moscow Patriarchate...
(Continued from page 3)
based in Kiev, issued a statement which
argues that this latest move on the part
of the Russian Orthodox Church is yet
another effort to condemn that one true
Ukrainian Autocephalous Orthodox
Church.
The members of the committee,
which includes Yevhen Sverstiuk, Lesia
Lokhyvytska, Anatoliy Bytchenko,
Taras Antoniuk, Olha Heyko, Tetiana
Bytchenko and Serhiy Naboka, issued
an appeal during a meeting of the
Brotherhood of the St. Andriy, the firstnamed apostle, in Kiev on February 1011, during which they adopted a statute
ami program, and elected a grand coun–
cil and minor council of the Ukrainian
Autocephalous Orthodox Church.
According to experts on religious
relations in the Soviet Union, the
reorganization of the Russian Ortho–
dox Church is also meant to confuse the
Ukrainian Orthodox population of
Ukraine about the allegiances of the

Addendum
in the update on the soap drive for
Ukraine provided by the Ukrainian
Human Rights Committee of Philadel–
phia, it should have been noted that the
drive in Cleveland, spearheaded by
Nadia Deychakiwsky, is being orga–
nized by Branch 12 of the Ukrainian
National Women's League of America.

Ukrainian children in Kiev before their departure for medical treatment in lsrael.
was performed by Anatoly Artemenko,
head of the Chornobyl Children Com–
mittee of Rukh. Dr. Maksym Drach,
son of the Rukh president, accom–
panied the children to lsrael.
On the eve of their departure for
lsrael, the children, their parents and
trip organizers held a get-together in
Kiev.
Mr. Artemenko stated that Rukh al–
ready has a list of some 1,000 children
ailing as a result of the Chornobyl acci–
dent who desperatedly need medical
treatment, and that some 10 children
had been rejected from participating in
the israeli trip because they were close
to death.
Among those bidding farewell to the
children that evening was Zirka Уоronka of the New Jersey-based Children
of Chornobyl Relief Fund, who hap–
pened to be visiting Ukraine at that time
with her husband, Dr. R o m a n Уоronka, a vice-president of the CCRF.
P e o p l e ' s D e p u t y Borys Oliynyk
spoke that evening' on behalf of the
Ukrainian Cultural Fund.
Ukrainian Orthodox Church and the
Ukrainian Autocephalous Orthodox
Church.
According to Metropolitan Filaret
Denysenko of the newly established
Ukrainian Orthodox Church of the
Moscow Patriarchate, the Church will
have a synod consisting of five ruling
bishops who would have "supreme,
l e g i s l a t i v e e x e c u t i v e and judicial
power."
Keston College commented that the
recent session of the Moscow Patriar–
chate's Bishop Sobor (January 31-Fe–
bruary 1) appears to have been convened
very hastily — it had not been planned
to hold one before autumn 1990. it may
therefore be considered as an "emer–
gency" or "extraordinary" meeting to
deal with the situation in Ukraine.
There does not yet appear to have been
any statement form the Moscow Pa–
triarchate on the issue of the tripartite
split.
it is almost certain that the two new
Churches will be headed by their current exarchs, Metropolitan Filaret of
Kiev for the Ukrainian Orthodox
Church and Metropolitan Filaret of
Minsk for the Byelorussian Orthodox
Church. However, it is by no means
clear what their relationship will be to
the Moscow Patriarchate — whether,
for example, these two hierarchs will be
able to continue to serve as members of
the Holy Synod of the Moscow Patriar–
chate, repoted Keston.

As the children departed for lsrael, Zirka Уогопка, (center) of the New Jerseybased Children of Chornobyl Relief Fund, took time out to bid them farewell. Also
pictured is Anatoly Artemenko (left) and T. Lukina whose daughter Mrs. voronka
is holding.

Statement of ...
(Continued from page 3)
Church! Everything so as to create in
the minds of the world community a
twilight zone, in which Orthodox
Ukrainians can be presented as being
completely satisfied and indepen–
dent.
Restive people are these Ukrai–
nians: they have a sovereign state —
the Ukrainian SSR — with a repre–
sentation in the United Nations, and
they are shouting for the whole world
to hear that they are a colony; they
have their state language and whine
that the state does not want to speak
with them in that language. Now they
already have a Church, but continue
to claim that this is a fabrication, and
that they can glorify Christ better in
their own language, in their own
traditions, and in their own Auto–
cephalous Orthodox Church.
it is difficult, obviously, to deal
with such a people, but what can one
do. We will have to listen to its voice
because it will not remain silent. And
the Synod of the Russian Orthodox
Church would do well to ponder the
prophecy of isaiah, which states:
"Calloused would be the heart of these
people, they hear difficulty with their
ears, and they close their eyes, so as
not to see with their eyes and hear
with their ears, and not to under–

stand for them with their heart, and
not t o become converted so that 1 can
make them healthy!"
it is worth thinking over, whether
another erroneous step will be made,
which will lead astray and will create
another necessity to rectify the
situation. When the single "in two
faces" Moscow Patriarchate sits
behind the table of "four-sided"
negotiations with representatives of
the Ukrainian Catholic Church, will
it not occupy someone else's seat?
This seat at these indispensable
negotiations rightfully belongs to the
Ukrainian Autocephalous Orthodox
Church, to that Church which grew
in the Ukrainian lands out of the
roots of the v o l o d y m y r era, the
Church, which is the sovereign voice
of Orthodox Ukrainians.
"They will come to know that you
are My disciples, if you have love
among yourselves." - (loan, 13:35)
Members of the initiative Com–
mittee for the Revival of the
Ukrainian Autocephalous Orthodox
Church:
Yevhen Sverstiuk
Lesia Lokhvytska
Anatoliy Bytchenko
Taras Antoniuk
Olha Heyko (Matusevych)
Tetiana Bytchenko
Serhiy Naboka
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Trio spreads its unique, mellow sound on North American

by Chrystyna N. Lapychak
JERSEY C1TY, N J . - After years
of struggling with official obstacles,
pressures from cultural authorities and
h a r a s s m e n t , the p o p u l a r M a r e n y c h
Trio of Lutske, in the volhynian region
of Ukraine, along with Kiev composer
Oleksander Zlotnyk have embarked on
a whirlwind North American concert
tour throughout February and March.
The vocal trio will for the first time
ever share with Ukrainian American
and Canadian audiences its unique style
of p e r f o r m i n g U k r a i n i a n p o p u l a r
music, which gained them mass appeal
in Ukraine during the often difficult
1970s and 1980s. Thanks to the spon–
sorship of the Trident Group of Lakewood, Ohio, the Marenych Trio and
their accompanying composer ofpopu–
lar and symphonic music, Mr. Zlotnyk,
have begun their extensive tour on the
East Coast, beginning with Hartford,
Conn., on February 15.
Before they began their l:our the
performers visited the offices of The
Ukrainian Weekly to share some of
their thoughts about their own expe–
riences, as well as changes in Ukrainian
popular music and culture since the
1970s.
Although the Marenych Trio, which
takes its name from the name of its only
male member, Уаіегіу Marenych, has
performed professionally for 17 years it
has only one recording. The album,
produced by the all-union Melodiya
recording and production firm, was
released in 1980 and brought the artists
wider recognition in Ukraine and in the
diaspora, where travelers circulated this
rare recording of their unique and pure
Ukrainian sound.
ironically' the release of their sole
recording coincided that year with what
was perhaps the most difficult period of
the trio's career - they were prohibited
from performing anywhere outside of
their native Уоіуп Oblast for a sixmonth period, a virtual house arrest.
Speaking on behalf of the trio, which
also includes his wife, Antonina, and
her sister, S v i t l a n a , Mr. M a r e n y c h
talked about that difficult period in the
artists' lives.
" T h e s e last few years have been
interesting," he said, "well, especially
after those times when they (the official
cultural establishment) tried to disband
the Marenych Trio, they tried to take us
off the air, they wouldn't permit any–
thing, made us appear dead, soured,
gone, that we didn't want to travel
anywhere, despite all the invitations we
had received back then to travel here
(North America). Authorities at Melo–
diya and the Ministry of Culture would
tell potential sponsors, "it didn't work
out."
Back then at Melodiya in Kiev there
were people who wanted to add new
songs to our repertoire...and well, we
followed our own path, never swaying
left or right for the sake of some corn-

Cover of the trio's only album, released
in 1980.

ments here or there."
Mr. Marenych continued:
"in an interview 1 gave in the Soviet
Union and in Ukraine, where the press
had written that in order to make it, it
was necessary to sing some Komsomol
songs, party songs, in other words, a
singer would perform what belonged on
a public podium. І responded 'All right,
so propagate all you want, if you have
half a brain then speak, tell people,
prove it to people, but not in music.'
"This was not art, but only a way to
travel and they (many musical perfor–
mers) traveled all the time, except for
us," Mr. Marenych stated emphatically.
While those days are gone now, the
public's perception of the trio's music
has remained quite narrow because of
their earlier limited e x p o s u r e a n d
censorship, it seems that many people
believe the Marenych Trio's repertoire
is limited to folk songs like "Nese Halia
v o d u " (Halia Carries Water) and
"Tysha Navkruhy" (There is Quiet All
Around, he said.
"We have many, many songs, but too
few filtered through here (North Ame–

to that western Ukrainian region.
"in our trio's repertoire there are
songs from different regions," said Mr.
Marenych. "Our Ukraine is very large.
H o w e v e r , t o d a y some are lost a n d
somehow cannot (for example) build a
single Ukrainian school for children in
Donetske... So much was lost, dignity
was lost, they forget who they are, where
they came from, on whose land they live
— they have forgotten their history. But
who teaches them history, this twisted
history?"
Although the Marenych Trio has
encountered difficulties in recording its
music in the past, thanks to the efforts
of Leonid Oleksiuk of t h e T r i d e n t
Group it appears they will have the
opportunity to make a recording in the
United States. Several of their songs
were part of the "Ukrainian Graffiti H"
cassette recording containing a variety
of Soviet Ukrainian artists, such as Alia
Kudlai, ivan Popovych and Pavlo
Dvorsky. However, this new recording
will be all theirs.
Traveling with the Marenych Trio on
this c o n c e r t t o u r is Kiev c o m p o s e r

tour

composer to reflect where a song came
from, where are the roots of this song."
During the interview Mr. Zlotnyk
also discussed volodymyr lvasiuk, the
late composer of Ukrainian popular
music, whom he met and befriended in
1962, when they shared a dorm room at
the Kiev Music institute. He said he
found it d i s t r e s s i n g t h a t i v a s i u k ' s
persona was so idealized by fans and
p e r f o r m e r s , p a r t i c u l a r l y d u r i n g the
Chervona Ruta Festival, which took
place last September in Chernivtsi.
"He was very idealized at Chervona
Ruta, and made into an icon," he said.
"But he was a normal person — good,
decent, genuine. But he also had his
faults, as has every o t h e r h e a l t h y ,
normal person...He had a broad worldview. He was interested in many things."
"volodya had succeeded in doing
first what no one else had done - to
create a variant, a vocal-instrumental
variant of Ukrainian song. Up to his
time no one had done it. That's how the
Beatles emerged.

The Marenych Trio and composer Oleksander Zlotnyk during a concert.
rica)...there were many songs that were
not released.
"Now, however, we have a bunch that
we have brought with us and during our
concerts there will be songs that we will be
performing for the first time. Songs
which were once banned, to the words
of Bohdan Stelmakh, there (in Ukraine)
it already is a popular song. Also let's
say, we'll do the first performance of
Stepan Maliutsa's song 'vyizd na Chu–
zhynu' (Departing for a Foreign Land)...
"We also have a song that will make its
debut here, 'Chornobylski Sela' (Chor–
nobyl villages) to the text by Oksana
Pakhliovska — she is well-known here.
І didn't even know who she was at first,
the text simply caught my eye
in Literaturna Ukraina (Literary U–
kraine), and it is something that bothers
everyone, it hurts... that radiation, that
ecology..."
"Another text we may include would
be 'Berestechkove Pole' (The Bere–
stechko Field) regarding the Janizaries,
the flooding of Berestechko's Kozak
graves — so we have arrived here with
an arsenal of songs," added Mr. Ma–
renych. "No one controls me."
Although the artists live in Lutske in
volhynia, "the land of Lesia Ukrainka,"
as they put it, their music is not limited

O l e k s a n d e r Z l o t n y k , w h o has com–
posed songs for them as well as other
popular performers in Ukraine.
A member of the Composers' Union
of Ukraine, Mr. Zlotnyk is a graduate of
the Kiev Conservatory and also com–
poses what he calls "serious" music,
including opera.
"Although 1 have composed over 300
songs, 1 do not have a published collec–
tion of my own, because as it was in
Soviet Ukraine, the first page of the
collection should have a song dedicated
either to the party or Lenin or such. І
have no such song. So because 1 did not
have such a repertoire 1 could have
waited another y 100 years for my collec–
tion to be published, but thank God that
times have changed so much."
Mr. Zlotnyk continued:
"We are now in a period where every
artist chooses his path. He has the right
to choose his own path. And what he
takes to the listener — if it is rock or
whatever, it will not be prohibited.
"People are now mostly interested in
the Ukrainian song. Everyone is aflame.
This is some sort of renaissance —
people's reactions are very proper. Song
has always been their purpose...if it is
music, if it is song then it should contain
something genetic.. Jt. is the j o b of the

"Later, with (the song) 'Chervona
R u t a ' – it became its own genre, its own
style, and out of it came everything else
that followed. This song was sung by
everyone and not only in Ukraine. He
found this quintessence of the contemporary sound popular at that time.
"in this he was a leader," said Mr.
Zlotnyk.
Mr. Zlotnyk
present in the
Chervona Ruta
was an uplifting

said that just being
audience during the
Festival last autumn
experience.

"During the opening in the central
stadium in Chernivtsi tears came to my
eyes when 1 saw how people were
responding at the very sight and to the
songs. This was the first time 1 expe–
rienced such an uplifting atmosphere.
"We saw that we have these new
young artists who have no connection
to the professional stage, have no
connection to the concert organiza–
tions, to the Ministry of Culture. І
cannot say this was on a very high
p r o f e s s i o n a l level, u n f o r t u n a t e l y it
wasn't that way, but the spirit, the
atmosphere and the emotions were very
high...and for this period in time this
appears to me to be more .important,"
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C0MMUN1TY PROFlLE:St. John the Baptist Ukrainian Catholic Church in Ottawa
by Chris Guly
OTTAWA, - The onion-bulb domes
are especially noticeable when sunlit.
They peek over a hill bordering Ot–
tawa's Experimental Farms along the
R i d e a n CanaL T u c k e d between the
summer flowers and the winter snow
drifts, is the n a t i o n a l shrine of the
Ukrainian Catholic Church.
St. John the Baptist Church earned
this distinction almost by default. For
years, it was the only Ukrainian Catho–
lic parish in the city. But the city also
happens to be Canada's capital, a reality
which served the country',s Ukrainian
Catholic hierarchy well during their
process of selection, The b i s h o p s
thought that a national shrine would
provide a symbolic and spiritual mark
of their presence in Canada.
At a 1980 Ukrainian Catholic Na–
tional Congress, the bishops decided
that Ottawa would be the location for a
monument marking the 1988 Millen–
nium, or 1,000th anniversary, of Chris–
tianity in Ukraine. Two years later,
T o r o n t o ' s B i s h o p l s i d o r e Borecky
consecrated a birch cross where the
future altar would be placed in St. John
the Baptist's new home,
The first Ukrainian settlers arrived in
Ottawa in 1905 during the first of what
would become three distinct waves of
immigrants. St. John the Baptist began
its legacy nine years later when the Rev,
Joseph Fylyma built a permanent home
for 200 new parishioners, it wasn't until
1964 that a new property was purchased
in what is now Ottawa';; ltalian Quarter,
The Rev, viadimir Shewchuk, current
pastor and former provincial superior
of the Basilian Fathers, had also served
the parish back in the 1960s, He said

The Rev, Yladimir Shewchuk

St. John the Baptist Ukrainian Catholic Church in Ottawa.
that the city had expropriated St, John
the Baptist's land to build a high school
of commerce and a low-rent housing
project.
During construction, the congrega–
tion used the basement of St. Anthony's
Roman Catholic Church. The plan was
to build an all-purpose hall on Carting
A v e n u e next to the c h u r c h , S h o r t sightedness failed to forecast a proper
space requirement for the plot of land,
As a result, the church was never built
and the congregation went from using
the basement to the hall for nearly two
decades.
Following assignments in Winnipeg
a n d T h o r n h i l l , the Rev. S h e w c h u k
returned to St. John the Baptist Parish
in 1979, Known as a whirlwind fundraiser, he wasted little time in setting
the wheels in motion to build a new
church. Two-and-one-half acres of land
were purchased along the Rideau Canal.
But what would ordinarily be enough
of a challenge in building a church
became enormous when the pastor was
told that his church would also become
the c o u n t r y ' s s h r i n e , one t h a t the
bishops insisted would adhere to the
t r a d i t i o n of Byzantine U k r a i n i a n
church standards.
The Rev. Shewchuk hired New York
architect Julian Jastremsky to design
the new church. Mr. Jastremsky also
had a reputation: of designing tradi–
tional Ukrainian Catholic churches
throughout the world. However, an
Ontario law preventing non-Canadian
or non-British architects from working
here, required the retention of Michael
Kohler of the Ottawa firm of Kohler
Dickey Edmundson Matthews to согсь
plete the final drawings.
The Rev. Shewchuk produced glossypamphlets and brochures asking Ukrai–
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nian Catholics from across the country
to c o n t r i b u t e t o their new n a t i o n a l
s h r i n e , His f u n d - r a i s i n g drive has
picked up enough support so that the
Rev, Shewchuk was able to purchase an
altar, vessels and objects, vestments
and, as of late 1989, three-quarters of
the estimated S4-miilion cost for church
and residence,
On September 9, 1984, Bishop Bo
recky participated in the sod-turning
ceremony Less than two weeks later,
Pope John Paul ІЇ blessed the new
church's cornerstone during his first
visit to Ottawa, in 1986, a completed
basement allowed the congregation to
finally move from its ill-fated hail
During Easter Sunday morning matins on April 19,1987 9 the congregation
joyously processed from the basement
to a permanent home some had awaited
for more than a generation. Considered
a contemporary structure that borrows
from both the traditions of the Byzan–
tine and the Baroque, the new building
will c o m f o r t a b l y a c c o m m o d a t e 330
with 75 in the choir loft. Three domes
and numerous windows enhance the
spaciousness and radiance of its in–
terior.
A residence, complementary in style
to the church, holds 14 rooms, including
five bedrooms. At the moment, the Rev.
Shewchuk goes it alone at the parish
level, relying on the good graces of a
visiting priest's assistance or the church
deacon. Two women parishioners work
part-time at administrative duties.
But it's not only the structure itself
that gives off light, Father Shewchuk's
work has gained him a community of
over 1,000 parishioners, Three Sunday
liturgies, a comprehensive Ukrainianlanguage and catechetical school, se–
veral parochial organizations and the
normal routine of baptisms, weddings,
funerals, hospital visits and administra–
tive duties keep the veteran Basilian
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hopping.
Considered a transient, fluid commu–
nity by nature, Ottawa has posed its
own challenges to the Rev, Shewchuk,
it lacks the Ukrainian Canadian core
that other cities like Winnipeg, To–
ronto, vancouver and even Montreal
enjoy. He literally spent years here
going through the telephone book or
old voters' lists, hunting down Ukrai–
n i a n - s o u n d i n g n a m e s . He has been
known to follow-up with a personal
visit which has sometimes garnered him
a new family or two.
But the odds are clearly against him,
Ottawa is a bureaucrat's city. People
working for the government, military or
a corporate head office face transfers
and appointments with high regularity.
The Rev. Shewchuk is more than aware
of this reality.
"it's a very transient city — there's no
core here, no industry. There are just as
many people moving out as there are
people moving in."
Longtime parishioners like 77-yearold Kay Norris believe that it's Pastor
Shewchuk who is largely responsible for
keeping the c o m m u n i t y alive, She
believes that it's his "hard work and
unending dedication to every facet of
St. John the Baptist' 5 that has made it
not only survive but grow,
Growing from 100 to 270 families in
10 years isn't a bad record. There is a
local Knights of Columbus chapter, a
Ukrainian Catholic Women's Leaguebranch, a choir, a group for adults and ш
vibrant Ukrainian-language and reli–
gion school for 60 children,
One of 18 heritage language programs operating under the auspices of
the Ottawa Separate School Board, the
S a t u r d a y m o r n i n g p r o g r a m offers
i n s t r u c t i o n at b o t h the r e g u l a r a n d
advanced levels. Eight teachers lead
kids from kindergarten to Grade 6 in
learning about their faith and increasing
their linguistic skills in Ukrainian,
According to Dania Popowich, the
school's director, classes are held from
September to June at St, Elizabeth Ann
Seton Roman Catholic School in the
s u b u r b of N e p e a n . A l t h o u g h m o r e
children come from mixed marriages 0?
from families where three languages,
including French, are spoken at home,
she says most have little difficulty in
picking up Ukrainian, in all classes^
some Ukrainian is used for catechetical
instruction.
The Rev. Shewchuk has also ensured
t h a t c h i l d r e n a r e n ' t e x c l u d e d from
participating in the Sunday liturgy.
During both the 10:30 a.m. high liturgy
and the noon English-language service
children spend the first part of the mass,
the liturgy of the word, in the basement
hall. There they are given an activity or
are told a story based on the day's
scriptural readings or on the spiritual
theme of the day, Once the cherubic
hymn is sung or read, the children join
their families for the liturgy of sacrifice
— the celebration of the eucharist.
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U.S. congressmen...

U.S. observers rejected

(Continued from page l)
was to act as advance man for the U.S.
congressmen traveling under the
auspices of the U.S. Commission on
Security and Cooperation in Europe
(CSCE). Mr. iwanciw was to travel to
Ukraine at UNA expense.
CSCE staffer Orest Deychakiwsky,
who was in charge of coordinating the
Helsinki Commission's trip 10 Ukraine,
told The Weekly t h a t the S o v i e t s '
decision "unfortunately, harks back to
the era of stagnation."
Last week, Soviet authorities had
denied visas to a U.S. congressional
delegation that wanted to be present in
Lithuania for the republic's February 24
elections. The four-member delegation
led by Rep. Richard Durbin (D-lll.) was
not allowed to enter the country until
the day after the elections, Sunday,
February 25.
Meanwhile, a Canadian delegation of
parliamentarians was allowed to travel
to that Baltic republic.
Both the U.S. and Canadian delega–
tions had invitations from Sajudis, the
Lithuanian popular reform movement,
whose candidates subsequently swept
the elections, winning 72 of 90 seats. An
additional 51 seats are subject to runoff elections.

T h e U . S . Helsinki C o m m i s s i o n ' s
seven-member delegation had attempt–
ed a two-track approach to securing an
official invitation for the Ukrainian
SSR elections after it became clear that
an invitation from the Ukrainian Republican Club of People's Deputies was
considered "not official enough" to gain
them entry.
Mr. Deychakiwsky explained that
the commission and the State Depart–
m e n t had c o n t a c t e d officials at the
USSR Supreme Soviet and the Soviet
Embassy. Sen. Dennis DeConcini (D–
Ariz.), chairman of the Helsinki Cornmission, had p e r s o n a l l y c o n t a c t e d
A m b a s s a d o r Yuri D u b i n i n b o t h byphone and letter, and the ambassador
had promised to provide assistance.
Nonetheless, the State Department
reported on March 1 that an official
denial of the visas had come from
Yevgeniy Primakov, chairman of the
Council of Union of the USSR Su–
preme Soviet.
Mr. Deychakiwsky told The Weekly
at press time that he did not know the
reason for the Soviets' refusal to issue
the visas, but, he noted, "There is some
s p e c u l a t i o n t h a t the decision came
because of concern that conservatives in
the USSR would make this fthe pre–
sence of U.S. observersj an issue of
foreign meddling."
Mr. D e y c h a k i w s k y also told The
Weekly that he had learned from va–
rious Soviet officials that the decision to
deny the U.S. congressmen's request
was made at a very high level.
Finally, at approximately 2 p.m. on
Thursday, March 1, the Helsinki Cornmission delegation decided that it was
pointless to pursue the matter with the
Soviet government. The decision came
five hours before the delegation was
due t o leave for U k r a i n e a b o a r d a
military jet from Andrews Air Force
Base.

Congressman...
(Continued from page 3)
citizens, and make sure that somebody
in this country hears this case," he said.
Rep. Traficant is also appealing to
Secretary of State James Baker "to
make contact with the israelis... to see if
there can be some method of bringing
fDemjanjukJ home rather than dying
over there in a jail cell."
He c o n c l u d e d his s t a t e m e n t by
saying: " W h a t we have here is an
unusual case. Who is i v a n the Terrible"?
What happened to the Constitution? is
the OS1 aO overzealous in getting the big
fish that they disregarded the rights of
an autoworker from Cleveland? They
stepped all over his rights and 1 think
America stepped all over israel in this
matter, israel has tried a case that was
prepared by the American Office of
Special investigations"" nothing more! І
do not hold israel accountable. І hold
America and the OS1 accountable and І
want an answer. 1 will find some appara–
tus, somewhere to get that done."
When asked why he is pursuing this
case, Rep. Traficant replied that the
Demjanjuk family had asked him to
look into it.

Kiev pre-elections...
(Continued from page 1)
alleging they were organizing pogroms,
the UPA said. They stressed that desta–
b i l i z a t i o n of the political s i t u a t i o n
before the elections would work only to
the benefit of the Communist Party of
Ukraine.
Other speeches denounced the crimes
of the Communist Party and the KGB,
called for the liquidation of repressive
organs and the formation of a profes–
sional national army. They criticized
the plenum of the Central Committee of
the CPU as "reactionary," conducted in
a Brezhnevite-Scherbytsky manner.
Speeches by party functionaries were
reportedly whistled down.
The meeting adopted a number of
resolutions, and a resolution adopted
by Rukh addressed to Soviet soldiers
stationed in Ukraine was read aloud.
The executive committee of the UHU
has issued a statement addressed to the
Ukrainian emigration in connection
with the rumors circulated by authori–
ties of alleged planned pogroms. The
statement said, in part:
s

Sen. DeConcini strongly criticized
the Soviet Union's refusal to allow a
g r o u p of A m e r i c a n C o n g r e s s i o n a l
members to travel to Ukraine in order
to o b s e r v e the r e p u b l i c ' s M a r c h 4
election.
Sen. DeConcini stated that "Ameri–
can legislators should not be required to
obtain invitations to observe the politi–
cal process in the Soviet Union. Soviet
legislators do not need invitations to
come to the United States. We don't
understand why Moscow would want to
keep U.S. congressmen from observing
the process of democratization in the
USSR. We hope this reflects nothing
"Recently in Ukraine there have been
m a l i c i o u s r u m o r s t h a t m e m b e r s of
Rukh will 'carry out' pogroms and 'will
drown Jews in Russian blood' etc. it is
not difficult to guess for whom this is
c o n v e n i e n t . R e s i d e n t s of Kiev have
been alarmed by rumors that an add ; tional regiment has been brought to uie
city and that military students have
been given weapons, supposedly for
self-protection."
"With regard to this, the Communist
"With regard to this, the Ukrainian
Helsinki Union has reached an agree–
ment with other informal democrati–
cally oriented groups concerning the
coordination of forces against possible
provocations. We are forming antiprovocation groups, whose tasks would
be to discover the source of the rumors,
to prevent provocative confrontations
and to inform the community about
events that relate to this affair."
"You must be aware that we categori–

ca!Jy refute violence as a method of
political struggle. We condemn discri–
mination along religious and political
lines. Your support will help Ukraine to
avoid a bloody development of events."
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more than mixed signals in Moscow
and is not a deliberate effort to keep
U.S. legislators out."
Sen. DeConcini also decried Mos–
cow's refusal last week to permit Ameri–
can legislators to observe the Lithuania
elections, noting that "Moscow's clear
unwillingness to permit U.S. legislators
to observe the political processes and
elections runs counter to the trend of

calls to The Weekly, although at least
three messages had been left for him.
Finally on Thursday, March 1, at 5
p.m. Ms. Kolomayets reached victor
Gribanov at the Soviet Embassy in
Washington, who identified himself as
the first secretary of the Consul of the
U S S R E m b a s s y . W h e n told of her
plight, Mr. Gribanov told Ms. Kolo–
mayets that the visa could not have been

improved U.S.-Soviet relations and

issued because she did not have a proper

parliamentary contacts. 11 in addition,
the senator said, "Soviet behavior is
clearly discriminated because Canadian
parliamentarians were allowed to go to
Lithuania for the February 24 Su–
preme Soviet elections."
The CSCE noted that 1990 will be a
watershed year in the Soviet Union
because every republic will hold freely
contested elections for the first time, in
addition, most of the Eastern European
countries will also have free national
elections this year. Because both the
electoral processes and results are of
vital importance, the Helsinki Commis–
sion intends to send observers to as
many of the Soviet and East European
elections as its resources permit.
Rep. Don Ritter (R-Pa.), ranking
House minority member of the CSCE
and leader of the planned delegation to
Ukraine, said, "The March 4 elections
in Ukraine will be significant in deter–
mining the course of perestroika and
reform. Their significance is heigh' ned
by the fact that Ukraine is the most
crucial non-Russian republic."
As part of its election monitoring
project, the Helsinki Commission is
also planning to send a Congressional
delegation to the upcoming elections in
Latvia and Estonia. Sen. DeConcini
called on the Soviet l e a d e r s h i p to
remove all obstacles to Congressional
observance of the republic elections in
the USSR, emphasizing that Moscow's
visa denials to American legislators
"throws doubt on the sincerity of the
Soviet leaders' commitment todemocra–
t i z a t i o n a n d t o h o l d free a n d fair
elections."
Sen. DeConcini added that, "After
having established constructive rela–
tions with members of the Supreme
Soviet through our Parliamentary Exchanges, the commission is very disap–
pointed that the Kremlin seems to be
behaving in ways that hinder the possi–
bilities for future cooperation."
Speaking on behalf of the Helsinki
Commission, Mr. Deychakiwsky said,
"We don't know yet how the Soviets'
denial of visas for the delegations to
Lithuania and Ukraine will affect the
Estonian and Latvian situation. How–
ever, various options are now being
examined."

Weekly refused visa
As The Weekly was going to press,
there was no hope of Ms. Kolomayets
catching a plane that would take her to
Kiev for the March 4 elections in the
Ukrainian republic.
Throughout the week, the editors of
The Weekly attempted to obtain some
information as to the status of her visa.
Numerous phone calls to the Soviet
Embassy in Washington were unsuccess–
ful. F i n a l l y , a p e r s o n a n s w e r e d the
phone at the Soviet Embassy's general
information number and Ms. Kolo–
mayets was informed that there had
been a "telephone accident" and that the
Soviet Embassy was "inaccessible to the
world on that day," Tuesday, February
27.
Mr. Dunayskiy, who had been the

invitation. He said that the Writers'
Union of the Ukrainian SSR was not

the proper authority to issue a visa to a
journalist for elections in Ukraine. He
added that if a proper invitation had
come, he would have "eagerly issued
you (Ms. Kolomayets) a visa." He said
that no confirmation from the press
bureau of the Foreign Ministry of the
Ukrainian SSR had ever arrived in his
office.
This statement is contrary to the
information Ms. Kolomayets received
from the Ukrainian SSR Mission to the
United Nations on Monday morning,
February 26. Ms. Kolomayets had been
told that the Ukrainian Mission had
spoken to officials in Kiev and that this
issue was going to be resolved,
Besides seeking the intervention of
the Ukrainian Mission to the United
Nations, Ms. Kolomayets had twice
faxed Kiev, more specifically volo–
dymyr Chorny, the press officer of the
F o r e i g n M i n i s t r y of t h e U k r a i n i a n
S S R , who never r e s p o n d e d t o her
inquiries.
On Wednesday, February 28, Alex–
ander Boutsko, counselor at the Ukrai–
nian Mission to the United Nations,
said that he was given information from
Kiev that Ms. Kolomayets'request "had
received a negative response."
Canadians denied entry
F o u r m e m b e r s of t h e C a n a d i a n
Parliament who had been part of a
larger d e l e g a t i o n t h a t observed t h e
Lithuanian elections, had hoped to
p r o c e e d t o Kiev. A c c o r d i n g t o the
Canadian Friends of Rukh, based in
T o r o n t o , also invited to participate
were Mark Minenko, member of the
M a n i t o b a legislature, and Christina
isajiw, interpreter-guide.
Despite strong representations to the
Soviet E m b a s s y in O t t a w a and the
efforts of the Canadian Embassy in
Moscow to arrange travel authoriza–
tion, Soviet authorities denied the MPs
visas.
Toronto M P Jesse Flis said in Mos–
cow on February 27 that the group of
legislators was furious. "This is totally
uncalled for," he told the Canadian
Press.
"When their Foreign Minister, (Ed–
uard) Shevardnadze, was in Ottawa, he
said they wanted open skies and even
open seas and yet they are afraid of
human contact," The Globe and Mail
quoted Mr. Flis as saying.
Mr. Flis said he would push for a
formal protest to the Soviet govern–
ment from the External Affairs Depart–
ment.
The Canadian Press reported that
Antanas Buracas, a Lithuanian member
of the USSR Supreme Soviet, interceded with officials at the Supreme
Soviet but was not successful. The trip
was blocked by valentyna Shevchenko,
the Ukrainian SSR's president, Mr.
Buracas told the CP.
"We are greatly concerned that the
elections reflect an open and democra–
tic process, and the presence of Cana–
dian and U.S. observers would have
helped ensure this. We are, therefore,

original contact person and had extremely йШгШ

wilhngiy offered his assistance when he
first learned of the invitation to Ukraine
and the need to process this visa ex–
peditiously,, did not return дду phone

that tfte ШШт

delegation was denied permission to
observe the elections," stated Erast
Huculak, president of the Canadian
Friends of Rukh,.
^л v v.,,^
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Elections...
(Continued from page 2)
zations, and serving a five-year term of
office. The Communist Party, he be–
lieves, could benefit by studying the
experience of Socialist, Social Demo–
cratic and Communist movements in all
"progressive" countries of the world.
Plainly, party candidates in the
forthcoming elections are under few
illusions about the mood of the public.
Current scandals in cities such as
Chernihiv and volgograd have dis–
graced the party in the eyes of some
citizens. Moreover, no matter how
much more enlightened the party platform might be, there is no escaping the
link between daily problems like the
shortages of basic foodstuffs or ethnic
problems and past and present misrule
or failure to alleviate these difficulties
on the part of the Communist Party.
A distinction should also be made in
the Ukrainian case between party
candidates, and party members who do
not necessarily embrace or choose to be
associated with the party's platform.
The latter offer plenty that is new in their
proposals, but the origins of most of
them lie outside the party network, in
informal and popular, and also ecologi–
cai groups, in short, then, the party
appears to be trying to cling to power by
adopting the main tenets of the platforms of its opponents.
The Democratic Bloc
The principal opposition to the
Communist Party of Ukraine in the
March elections to local Soviets and the
Ukrainian Supreme Soviet is the socalled Democratic Bloc. The latter
consists of various Ukrainian informal
organizations — 45 in all — which held
a meeting last November in order to
formulate an effective electoral platform. Among the main groups repre–
sented in the bloc are the following: the
Ukrainian Popular Movement of
Ukraine for Perebudova (Rukh); the
Taras Shevchenko Ukrainian Language
Society; the Ukrainian ecological asso–
ciation Green World (Zelenyi Svit); the
Memorial Society; the Ukrainian
Helsinki Union; and the Ukrainian

National Democratic League, it also
embraces what appear to be the ma–
jority of major religious and youth
groups, it is pertinent therefore to
provide a brief analysis of the bloc's
platform and to assess its chances of
success in the elections.
According to Mr. Pavlychko, the
chairman of the Ukrainian Language
Society, the bloc's program represents
an abbreviated version of the over-all
Rukh goals. The two published ver–
sions of the electoral manifesto, how–
ever, suggest rather that the bloc is
pinning its hopes on an anti-party vote
as much as a pro-bloc vote. Thus some
75 percent of the manifesto consists of
an attack on what is termed the "old
system" and abuses of democracy that
have occurred in the past and present
and are associated with the leadership
of the Communist Party of Ukraine.
The preamble declares that four and
one half years of perestroika represent
a miserable period for Ukraine, and
there follows a listing of various nega–
tive factors, including: the powerful
status of the Ukrainian party appara–
tus; the lack of food in the stores; the
privileges of the "nomenklatura"; re–
pression of protesters; and the violation
of the constitutional rights and free–
doms of Ukrainian citizens.
The negative nature of the manifesto
is further buttressed with a lengthy
description of the old system of "dicta–
torship of the party apparatus," state
terror and repression, and the enforce–
ment of a single ideology that has
deprived people of their national and
cultural perspectives. The centraliza–
tion of command, it is alleged, has been
responsible for most of Ukraine's
difficulties in the present era. it has led
directly to an economic, spiritual and
moral collapse, and to an ecological
catastrophe.
The Democratic Bloc supports six
principles.
el. "Real" political and economic
sovereignty for Ukraine.
e2. Political pluralism, a multiparty
system and the abolition of Article 6 of
the USSR Constitution that guarantees
the leading role of the Communist Party.
^3. The creation of an economic
system in Ukraine with a variety of
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forms of ownership based on equal
rights, be they state-owned, coopera–
tive, individual or leased.
Ф4. A new Ukrainian Constitution
created in accordance with interna–
tional law concerning the rights and
freedoms of peoples.
e5. The national rebirth of the
Ukrainian people, the free development
of Ukrainian culture, and the cultures of
the national minorities living in the
republic.
e6. Freedom of religion, including
the legalization of the Ukrainian Catho–
lic Church and the Ukrainian Auto–
cephalous Orthodox Church.
Clearly some of the principles of the
manifesto, such as the advocacy of a
multiparty system, have since been
overtaken by events. One can state
nonetheless, that given the option of
cooperating with the Central Commit–
tee of the Communist Party of Ukraine
and adopting a platform that funda–
mentally differs from that of the party,
the informal associations have taken the
latter route.
Conflicts in campaign
One member of Rukh has presented a
picture ot a bitter conflict in the election
campaign between Rukh and the Com–
munist Party, with the latter jealously
guarding its privileges over television,
and radio networks, and over the
official press. This same source, how–
ever, declared his confidence that more
than half the votes cast on March 4
would be for candidates who support
Rukh.
Further evidence of an increased
hostility toward the Communist Party
was provided in a January interview
with Rukh Secretary Mykhailo Horyn,
who maintained that constant harass–
ment of Rukh by the party authorities
had forced the movement to take a more
aggressive and radical stand. He cited
the example of the recent break-up of a
Rukh meeting in a private house by the
militia in the town of Khmelnytsky, in
western Ukraine.
Mr. Horyn also focused on the key
issue of sovereignty. Whereas the party
platform, along with the Ukrainian
party chief, volodymyr ivashko, has
constantly emphasized that Ukrainian
sovereignty should be within a federal
system, Mr. Horyn is far from satisfied
with this approach. Upon considering
the matter of economic and political

Tomorrow...

announces that
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(Continued from page 6)
What Rukh in Ukraine needs to
know is the names of community or–
ganizations, enterprises, businesses,
manufacturers, research institutions
and the like that are willing and ready to
extend formal invitations to our trainees
in areas of their respective professional
specializations; the approximate ex–
pected dates for their arrival in the
U.S. (in the Soviet Union it takes about
four months to complete travel formali–
ties); ability to provide airline tickets;
duration of U.S. stay; names, addresses
and telephone numbers of interested
sponsors.
For its part, Rukh is exploring the
possibility of inviting American, pre–
ferrably Ukrainian American, specia–
lists to Ukraine to share their profes–
sional knowledge and expertise with
our specialists.
if we succeed in this endeavor, the
restructuring of the Ukrainian eco–
nomy, politics and culture will accele–
rate considerably.
Let us tone down our personal ambi–
tions (for example, trying to prove who
is first, who is more patriotic) and let. us
together ponder the future destiny of
our Ukraine. Let us today do everything,
we can so that tomorrow will be such as
we want it to"bel

sovereignty for Ukraine, he notes, "cer–
tain members of Rukh" with to take this
further and establish a separate Ukrai–
nian state because Ukraine's present
dilemmas, whether economic, ecologi–
cal or cultural, have all arisen as a consequence of its existence within a cen–
tralized state.
Among the more recalcitrant mem–
bers of the Democratic Bloc are the
Ukrainian Helsinki Union and the U–
krainian National Democratic League.
Both have been singled out specifically
by First Secretary ivashko as examples
party hierarchy in the late Mr. Shcher–
bytsky's old "fiefdom" of Dnipro–
petrovske. Such overt hostility has not
been a widespead future of the election
campaign.
Rukh has established a "republican
center for the coordination of the
elections," with the function of esta–
blishing a data bank about candidates
in Ukraine, in an interview with Radio
Kiev, Rukh member Petro Marusenko
indicates his belief that there are among
Communist candidates some who seek
cooperation with Rukh in resolving
Ukraine's problems.
The candidates
When one surveys the candidates,
only 13.3 percent are said to be nonparty members among the 3,653 candi–
dates that are contesting the 450 electo–
ral districts. There is also a particularly
high number of professionals and
intellectuals among candidates, and a
correspondingly low figure for workers
and collective farmers (15.8 percent).
Women and young people under age 30
are very much underrepresented among
candidates (7.5 and 4.4 percent, re–
spectively).
The figures, however, do not tell the
whole story. Reports suggest that the
candidates include some high-level but
very disgruntled party workers. On the
other hand, among the opposition
candidates are people with very indivi–
dual platforms, such as one on the
primacy of ecological over economic
issues, the safety of children, and closer
spiritual contact with Ukrainians living
in the West.
Thus it is somewhat difficult to make
generalizations about the degree of
animosity between the party and the
opposition, or whether a candidate who
may be a party member is standing on
the party's manifesto or an individual
platform.
One can state, nevertheless, that
Rukh has mounted, within the Demo–
cratic Bloc, a carefully coordinated
electoral platform that is characterized
by its desire for a drastic change from
past policies dictated by the party
hierarchy. On both sides there are
hostile elements: for example, the party
leadership and the Ukrainian Helsinki
Union are poles apart; but there are also
regular contacts and candidates with
both a Rukh and a party affiliation.
The key point is that even party
stalwarts have recognized the need for
change and that the old policies have
not only been unsuccessful, but are
recognized as failures by the general
public. Consequently, many party
members are not running on the party
manifesto and herein may lie the pos–
sible future success of Rukh and the
Democratic Bloc. The latter, in turn,
may benefit from the fact that the
party's virtual stranglehold over the
population was released relatively
recently and only after bitter resistance
from the old guard of the Shcherbytsky
era.
in short, the party in Ukraine has
been the chief opponent of perestroika,
and thus the people face the choice of a
revamped party, or a genuine political
alternative.
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Joint project...
(Continued from page 4)
ascribed with activities against the
Soviet government and its ideology...

works for the 150th anniversary of his
birthday (in 1991), in order that his
works be studied and become wellknown and so that further insinuations
involving his name would not conti–
nue."
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Second Millennium...

(Continued from page 4)
expressed his satisfaction that its first
recipient should be a young scholar of
such proven ability and future promise,
"Consider the early 1970s: the spread
in accepting the award, Dr. Luciuk
of stagnation in society and ideology,
At present the Ukrainian Research thanked the foundation and Chair of
the depreciation of any new theoretical institute is working on arrangements to
ideal; in Ukraine, the beginning of include scholars from both Sofia (Bul– Ukrainian Studies for their ongoing
harassment against intellectuals, due to garia), where Drahomanov lived and patronage, drew attention, in Ukrai–
the leadership of the secretary of the worked for some time, and Kiev who nian, to the very considerable support
Communist Party of Ukraine, v.J. will collaborate on a joint project on he had received over the years from his
Malanchuk. Witnesses can account for Drahomanov. Ukrainians in the dias– family in Kingston and the local Ukrai–
this fact, when Malanchuk personally pora can participate in this process of nian community there, represented in
forbade work on Drahomanov. The renewing Ukrainian historical con– the audience by his parents, Maria and
institution which was directly subordi– sciousness by supporting the Draho– Danylo, and sister, Nadia, and the
nate to the ideologue printed the attack manov Publishing Project. Further president of the Kingston community,
on Dr„ ivanchenko's book of Draho– information may be obtained from the Stefan Kuzmyn.
manov,"
Ukrainian Studies Fund, Harvard
Prof. Luciuk also recalled how inThe rebuttal appeals for "a competent University, 1583 Massachusetts Ave., spired he had been by the late Bohdan
Panchuk and Stanley Frolick, each of
evaluation of the activists from the Cambridge, Mass. 02138,
past" — and that is why the six scholars
U K R A I N I A N SINGLES
agree that "...there is an urgent need to
HURYN MEMOR1ALS
NEWSLETTER
publish at least Drahomanov's basic
FOR THE F1NEST 1N CUSTOM

MEMORIALS

S1NCE 1928

TERIES

SENKO FUNERAL HOMES

AREA

of New York including Holy Spirit in
rtemptonburgh, N.Y.. St. Andrew's in South
Bound Brook. Pine Bush Cemetery in
Kerhonkson and Glen Spey Cemetery
m Glen Spey, New York.

New York's only Ukrainian family owned fc
operated funeral nomes
^ Traditional Ukrainian services personally
conducted
9 Funerais arranged throughout Bkiyn, Bronx,
New York, Queens, Long island, etc.
^ Holy Spirit St. Andrews Cem. A all others
international shipping
^ Pre-need arrangements

We offer personal service 8, guidance in your
home. For a bilingual representatives call:
1WAN HURYN
P.O. Box 121
Hamptonburgh, N.Y. 10916
Tel.: (914) 427-2684

Senko Funeral Home Hempstead Funeral Home
213 Bedford Ave. 89 Peninsula Blvd.
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11211 Hempstead, N.Y. 11550
1-718-3884416
1-516481-7460
24 HOURS 7 DAYS A WEEK

BOHDAN REKSHYNSKYJ
45 East 7th Street
New York, N.Y. 10003
Tel.: (212) 477-6523

SKiN

JACOB
BARAL, M.D.

DISEASES
S K I N CANCER

VENEREAL

American Dermatology

DISEASES

(212) 247-1700

Center

HAIR LOSS

210 Central Park South
New York, N.Y.
(bet. B'way S 7th Ave.)
Open on Saturday
Medicare Accepted
By Appt. Only
Find us fast in the NYNEX Yellow Pages

COLLAGEN 1NJECT10NS
and
W R I N K L E TREATMENTS

For hundreds of years only royalty has
had the privilege to enjoy T H E F1NEST
OF OR1ENTAL HERBS AS PART OF
THEIR DIET.
Now, the B.W.B. CO., provides you with
the exclusive opportunity to lose
weight while you enjoy drinking our
D E L I C I O U S 10096 N A T U R A L T E A

Serving Ukrainian singies of all ages

Order today to receive your delicious
TR1PLE LEAF NATURE SUM TEA (30 tea
bags per box).

throughout the United States and Canada
For information send a self-addressed
stamped envelope to:

Send 58.99 per box plus Sl.50 for ship
ping and handling per box (tax only in
N.Y. State).

Single Ukrainians
P.O. Box 24733, Phila., Pa. 19111

B.M.B. Co., P.O. Box 3573
Wayne, NJ 07474-3573

MADE

INSTALLED I N ALL CEME–

I N THE METROPOLITAN

whom, in their own way, had helped
him come to appreciate what being a
Ukrainian in Canada means.
Complimentary copies of one of Dr.
Luciuk's most recent publications, the
historical atlas titled "Creating A
Landscape: A Geography of Ukrainians
in Canada,"weredistributed to all those
present.
Pfcrt of the proceeds from the dinner
will be added to the endowment fund
of the John Sopinka Award and part
will be turned over to the William
Kurelek Memorial Lectures Commit–
tee.

Create beautiful A colorful EASTER EGG DES1GNS with a new book

UKRAINIAN EASTER EGG DESIGNS'
Available from HELEN LOGUSH KASTL
The book contains 33 pages of undecorated, traditional "PYSANKY" designs that can be colored by children and adults alike with additional in–
formation about the history, symbolism of designs, colors and old,
ancient folk tales. This delightful "coloring book" can be ordered directly
from
HELEN L KASTL
6 6 0 8 Elmer Avenue, St. Louis, Mo. 6 3 1 0 9
at a cost of S5.00 per book including postage

Kvitka Sings Again !

PENN. ANTHRAC1TE REGlON UNA BRANCHES
will hold an

ANNUAL DlSTRlCT C0MM1TTEE MEET1NG
Saturday, March 10, 1990 at 6:00 P.M.
at St. Michael's Church Hall, U4S. Chestnut St., Shenandoah, PA.
The meeting will follow Divine Liturgy which will be at 5:00 P.M.
Obligated to attend the annual meeting as voting members are District Committee Officers,
Convention Delegates and two (2) delegates from the following Branches:

Minersville, 78, 129, 265
Mt. Carmel, 2
Shamokin, 1
Shenandoah, 98
St. Clair, 9, 3 1 , 228

Frackville, 242, 382
Freeland, 4 2 9
Lehighton, 389
Mahanoy City, 305
McAdoo, 7

All UNA members are welcome as guests at the meeting.
AGENDA:
1. Opening and acceptance of the Agenda
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

verification of quorum
Election of presidium
Minutes of preceding annual meeting
Reports of District Committee Officers
Discussion on reports and their acceptance
Election of District Committee Officers
Address by UNA Supreme Treasurer ULANA M. D1ACHUK
Adoption of District activities program for the current year
Discussion and Resolutions
Adjournment
Meeting will be attended by:
Uiana

Diachuk

UNA Supreme Treasurer

DISTRICT COMMITTEE

Joseph Chabon, Chairman
AdoSph Slovik, Treasu.er

J!ovik, Secretary

Kvitka Cisyk "brings
home" songs of Ukraine.
..A Rainbow of songs
from the heart!
Finally...her 2nd gorgeous recording!
"Kvitka Two Colors" Available from :
KMC Records. 76MinutemanRd Ridgefield. Ct. 06877

Now on Compact disc S15.98 , and cassette 310.98.
also "Kvitka", her famous premier recording on
Cassette or LP for S9.98. (US funds only)
Send your check with this ad to: KMC RECORDS
and available at your local Ukrainian Store !
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UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
Monthly reports for December
DiSBURSEMENTS FOR DECEMBER, 1 9 8 9

RECORDING DEPARTMENT

215
118
50
11
86

Paid To Or For Members
Cash Surrenders
Endowments Matured. .
Death Benefits
interest On Death Benefits
Payor Death Benefits..
Reinsurance Premiums Paid
Dividend To Members.
Dues From Members Returned
indigent Benefits Disbursed
Scholarships

480

Total...

MEMBERSHiP RECORD
Juv.

ТЩб"

TOTAL AS OF NOVEMBER ЗО, 1989...

Adults
46,221

"AW

Totals
70.049

5,972

GAINS IN
75
22
10
5

119
93
34
6
86

112

338

New members
Reinstated
Transferred in
Change class in
Transferred from Juv. Dept...
TOTAL GA1NS:
LOSSES 1N DECEMBER 1989

11
9
5
86

Suspended
Transferred out
Change of class out..
Transferred to adults
Died
Cash surrender
Endowment matured
Fully paid-up
Reduced paid-up
Extended insurance
Cert terminated

30
60
44

245

TOTAL LOSSES:
INACTIVE MEMBERSHIP:
GA1NS 1N DECEMBER 1989

40
49
11
86
75
64
225
210

15
6

14
34
6
75
34
165
166

3

27

497

48

30
790
„

44
99

166
188

-

143

354

-

-24

19
34
72
5

Paid-up
Extended insurance
TOTAL GA1NS:
LOSSES 1N DECEMBER 1989

21
3
6

„

„

Died
Cash surrender..,
Reinstated
Lapsed

15
5

TOTAL LOSSES:
TOTAL U N A M E M B E R S H i P
"
AS OF DECEMBER 3 1 , 1 9 8 9

44

130

17,822

46.287

„

-

210
287
^,49Z

179
70.063

WALTER SOCHAN
Supreme Secretary

FINANCIAL DEPARTMENT
iNCOME FOR DECEMBER 1 9 8 9
Dues From Members
income From "Svoboda" Operation
investment income:
Bonds
Certificate LoansMortgage Loans....
Banks
Stocks
Real Estate

1211,506.06
150,297.02

Total...

1710,196.20

Refunds:
Taxes Federal, State ft City pn Employee Wages..
Taxes Held in Escrow
.Г....
Employee Hospitalization Plan Premiums.,
Official Publication "Svoboda"
Refund Of Secretary Expense Refd
Reward To Organizer Ret'd

Ж
Miscellaneous:
Donations To Fraternal Fund
.......
Donations To Emergency Fund
Transfer To Orphans Fund
Ukrainian Heritage Defense Fund Donations...
Profit On Bonds Sold Or Matured...
Sale Of "Ukrainian Encyclopaedia"...
Accrual Of Discount On Bonds
Profit On Sale Of Real Estate
Transfer a7c

S237.761.82

Operating Expenses
Washington Office
Real Estate
Svoboda Operation
Official Publication-Svoboda
Organizing Expenses:
Advertising
Medical inspections...
Reward To Special Organizers
Reward To Branch Secretaries
Reward To Organizers
Traveling Expenses-Special Organizers
Supreme Medical Examiner's Fee
Fieid Conferences..

S12,125.56
206,112.65
134,436.46
90,000.00
11,112.32
456.86
1,514.42
8,825.86
345.00
120.11
375.00
1,091.72

.

19
58
87
10

5.954

S30,821.65
147,000.00
50,200.00
60.65
200.70
128.18
6,067.00
133.64
2,650.00
500.00

S450,673.69
3,841.46
41,048.39
8,901.14
24,525.93
181,205.59

S42,796.78
2,669.31
630.75
34,615.17
11,481.10
200.00
S92.393.ll

S108.78
191.86
1,01033
576.92
249.10
1,034.00
102,56552
1,670.48
988,692.96

lpUL

Sl.096,099.95

investments:
Bonds Matured Or Sold
Mortgages Repaid
Certificate Loans Repaid
Printing Plant
Real Estate
Electronic Data Processing Equipment

11,426,671.71
121,473.79
1,984.35
10,974.45
106,755.85
9,765.14

S13.841.29
Payroll, insurance And Taxes.
Salary Of Executive Officers
Salary Of Office Employee's
Employee Benefit Plan
insurance-General
Taxes-Federal, State And City On Employee Wages...
Total..

S15.428.75
45,57628
141,841.64
2,324.00
47,090.14
S252.260.81

General Expenses:
Actuarial And Statistical Expenses
Books And Periodicals
Dues To Fraternal Congresses
,
General Office Maintenance
insurance Department Fees.
Operating Expense Of Canadian Office

S10.114.00
279.50
35.00
2242.99
342.44
125.00
1,014.00
10,471.05
276.01
1,873.34
5,128.02

„.

Printing And Stationery
Rental Of Equipment And ServicesTelephone, Telegraph
Traveling Expenses-General
Total...

S31.901.35

Miscellaneous:
Convention Expenses,
investment Expense-Mortgages
Loss On Bonds
Ukrainian Publications
Fraternal Activities
Donations
Taxes Held in Escrow
Ammortization Premiums On Bonds
Depreciation Of Real Estate
Depreciation Of Printing Plant
Depreciation Of EDP Equipment
Loss On Canadian Exchange
Transfer A7C

S4.860.00
5,146.86
371.86
23,438.98
1,03328
19,900.00
4,069.98
8,554.61
56,640.42
10,974.45
9,765.14
1,695.71
988,929.96

Total...

Я,135Ж25

investments:
Bonds
Mortgages
Stock
Certificate Loans
Real Estate
E.D.P. Equipment

51,392,057,80
50,000.00
24,525.93
3,841.46
30,702.69
9,40220

Total..........
Disbursements For December, 1989-"

51,510.530.08
Ш24.351І7

BALANCE
ASSETS
Cash
Bonds
Mortgage Loans
Certificate Loans
Real Estate
Printing Plant S E.D.P.
Equipment
Stocks
Loan To D.H. - U.N.A.
Housing Corp
Loan To U.N.U.R.C
Total

11,527,456.17
47,438,49020
5,362,97359
612,946.37
2,233.919.70

LIABILITIES
Life insurance
Accidental D D.
Fraternal
Orphans
Old Age Home
Emergency.

^3,108,395.92
1,767,660.17
(316,545.65)
395,049.44
(705,499.91)
70,311.82

Total

S64.319.371.79

296,360.79
1,422,673.93
1P4.551.04
5,320,000.00
S64.319.371.79
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Canadian documentation...

UHU statement...

(Continued from page 7)
draw conclusions from published ma–
terials on the famine of 1932-33; and
examine more closely the testimonies
and materials gathered in Ukraine and
North America from eyewitnesses of the
famine.
Much material has also been gather–
ed concerning the famine of 1921-22. it
is now being studied and analyzed for
evidence that this famine also might

(Continued from page 2)
ecological catastrophe. The old party bureaucracy, not wishing to relinquish
its class privileges does not want (and is not able to) reconstruct the economy,
it sabotages change and deliberately creates a situation of shortages of
foodstuffs, goods and an increase in social tension. The colonial policy of
union ministries has caused Ukraine to become a toxic dustbin and caused the
Chornobyl catastrophe which has impoverished hundreds of thousands of
people.
The anti-democratic ideology of Russian chauvinism and state atheism has
led to the denationalization of a considerable number of Ukrainians.
Compatriots! The Russian Communist regime ruined the democratic
multi-party Ukrainian National Republic which was formed by our people
during the revolution, it ruined all Ukrainian political parties, our Churches,
it forced our peasantry into collective farms, it brought the terror famine in
1932-1933 to Ukraine, and from 1939 it spread all this evil into Western
Ukraine, in 1947 it brought famine to eastern Ukraine and deported up to 2
million people from western Ukraine to a foreign land amid the snows.
Throughout the entire period it dispersed Ukrainians throughout the union
and the world, in recent decades the anti-Ukrainian regime introduced
Russification and under the guise of all-union interests continued to destroy
our people and the environment.
Workers! Only 5 percent of industry situated in Ukraine is controlled by the
Ukrainian government; 95 percent is under the control of Moscow. The
Ukrainian Helsinki Union is demanding the return of industry which is
situated in Ukraine to the people.
Ukraine is capable of feeding itself and producing the necessary consumer
goods. Only the latk of independence is depriving us of our graces.
Peasants! Four years of perestroika have not changed your illegal situation
- you still are in the way of the party bureaucracy. The UHU supports the
immediate transfer of land to the peasants. Only in this way can the love for
the land be regenerated and it is the only way of being saved from final ruin.
intelligentsia of Ukraine! The totalitarian Communist regime has
destroyed your soul the most. Let usriseto the level of the creator of unity of
the whole nation around the idea of a free democratic Ukrainian republic.
Youth! Twice a year reservists are called up into the army from among the
ranks in order to defend us from foreign despotic regimes and from your party
bureaucracy. The UHU is against the use of the army against peace–
ful political struggles. The UHU supports the idea of forming a small
republican army which would defend its country with a sense of dignity.
vote for candidates from the Ukrainian Helsinki Union which stands for
raising the standard of living of the population on the basis of economic
independence and of freedom of economic activity.
Citizens of Ukraine! This is the right movement. The reactionary wing of
the Communist Party of Ukraine is attempting to provoke shortage disorders
by the bad organization of supplies and by doing so to re-establish once again
its totalitarian dictatorship. With the help of the hierarchy of the Orthodox
Church the party bureaucracy is inciting hostility among Greek Catholics and
Orthodox believers of the Ukrainian Autocephalous and Russian Orthodox
Churches, it is attempting to plant seeds of suspicion among western and
eastern Ukrainians. Do not fall victim to provocations! Demonstrate
consciousness and organizing abilities. Unite into a peaceful political struggle
against the party bureaucracy. Do not vote for a single representative from
the party bureaucracy on the new Supreme Soviet of Ukraine!
All power to democratic councils! vote for the Ukrainian Helsinki Union!
vote for other candidates from the national-democratic movement!
The fate of Ukraine is in our hands.

Essay and poster...
(Continued from page 5)
become the property of the UNA.
Contestants are not to write their
names on the essay or on the poster,
only on the official entry blank.
This is to ensure that the judging is
impartial.
Each essay and poster must be
submitted together with the official
entry forms by April 16,
For additional information,
please contact the Fraternal Activi–
ties Coordinator, at: Ukrainian
National Association, 30 Montgo–
mery St., Jersey City, N.J. 07302;
(201)451-2200, ext. 56.

AT LASTL..AND FOR THE F1RST ТІМЕ....ТНЕ FAMOUS MARENYCH
TR10,

For the current rate call...
І-800-US-BONDS

TOGETHER W1TH GUEST STAR OLEXANDER Z L 0 T N Y K FROM

U K R A I N E ARE T O U R I N G U.S.A. A N D CANADA, O N A MAJOR 42 CITY

TOUR. AT LAST, YOU W i l l HEAR LivE AND 1N CONCERT, ALL THE
MARENYCH

FAVORITES: " N E S E

HALYA V O D U , " "TCH0M TY

THE MARENYCH TR10 W1LL ALSO 1NTERPRET MANY OF THE F0RB1DDEN SONGS OF THE SlTCHOvi STR1LTS1.
H1GHL1GHT1NG THE CONCERT W1LL BE ONE OF UKRAlNE'S FOREMOST
COMPOSERS, OLEXANDER ZL0TNYK.
THE TOUR ENT1TLED, "P0DYKH R1DN01 ZEMLl" 1S EXACTLY THAT....
A BREATH OF YEvSHAN Z1LLYA FROM OUR HOMELAND - UKRA1NE!
LET'S WELCOME THEM WARMLY ON THE1R F1RST TOUR OF U.S.A. AND
CANADA!
NEW CASSETTES OF T H E M A R E N Y C H TRlO MAY B E
P U R C H A S E D DUR1NG EACH CONCERT!

(201)434-5589

NEXT ATTRACT10N!!!
!

HUCULKA

1

1

icor 8c Souvenir's Distribution
2860 Buhre Ave. Suite 2R
Bronx, NY 10461
1 eEPKESemAlivEandmiOLESALEKolEMBlKmaiEDBLOUSES
for ADULTS and CHlLDREN
j

t

Tel. (212) 931-1579 1 1

1T0RGSYN

ТОРГСЙН

Spring Glen, N.Y., near Ukrainian
resort C Y M –
BONGALOW COLONY
in excellent condition, remodeled
owner's home plus 10 income units
- 2.3 acres. Asking 1195.000.
(914)647-5123

1

ШІтШтгИРАХ)

WE HAvE ALL THE 1TEMS WH1CH ARE vERY POPULAR 1N THE USSR

VCR'S.

itii!

Rm

RADIO
Ffl
CO!
W1TH RUS!

Our store ships and delivers all kinds of radio
and electronic equipment to the USSR
with prepaid custom's fee or without it.

THE TRIDENT GROUP PRESENTS

KALYNA
j

j

UKRAINIAN SONG AND DANCE ENSEMBLE
A COMPANY OF 50 SINGERS, DANCERS AND ORCHESTRA

DIRECT FROM KYIV, UKRAINE!
APRIL e MAY 9 JUNEI990

j

C0M1NG AnRACTlONi!!;'-';v.–; ,'–-

THE LOWEST PR1CES 1N THE USA WE TAKE ORDERS OSfER THE PHONE
FROM ANY C1TY 1N THE USA OR FROM OTHER C0UNTR1ES.
WE SELL CARS FOR RELAWES Ш THE USSR
WE TRANSFERE MONEY. W1TAT10NS FROM 1SRAEL

TV-SETS

TELEPHONES
CAMCORDERS
voltage 127X220

1

TORGSYN 'Sg?SSeg.. 1

J 5542 Geary Blvd., San Francisco, CA 9 4 1 2 1

THE TRIDENT GROUP PRESENT

THE SPECTACULAR!

YATRAN

SHEEPSKIN COATS,
SPORT SU1T,
MAKE-UP KITS,
LIPSTICK,
SOUVENIRS

UKRAINIAN DANCE COMPANY
A COMPANY OF 100 DANCERS, S1NGERS AND ORCHESTRA
D I R E C T F R O M K I R I V O H R A D , UKRAlNE!

HOURS: Monday - Wednesday
Thursday - Saturday

11:00-6:00
11:00-7:00

Ж

PRYJSHOW," "KARl 0TCH1, CH0RN1 BROvY," "MAKY CHERvONl,"
"TYSHA NA V K R U H Y , " AND MANY, MANY 0THERS....AN EvENlNG TO
REMEMBER!

APARTMENT for RENT
4 Rooms, walk up, near train PATH
Grove Station. 10 min. to N.Y.C.
No pet. No fee. 1600 Mo.

BUY U.S.

A guest speaker from Ukraine who
attended the November 29, 1989, meet–
ing, the veteran dissident and literary
scholar Yevhen Sverstiuk, said that this
generation will be instrumental in deter–
mining what kind of legacy will be left to
succeeding generations. The present
generation must see to it that our
children and grandchildren learn about
the tragic fate of our people, that they
stand proud of the courage and heroism
of their forebearers, and that they learn
of the difficulties engendered by the
previous generation, he said. Mr. Sver–
stiuk praised the guiding ideals of the
UCRDC: reviving historical conscious–
ness, and spreading knowledge about
Ukrainian people throughout the world.

MARENYCH TR10

Ukrainian Helsinki Union.

SAVINGS BONDS

have come as a result of government
policy.
Dr. P. Smylski discussed the need for
a suitable location for the archive and
materials now under study and use, and
mentioned the project now under way
to rebuild the second floor of the
institute to house these materials. He
mentioned the necessity of gathering
additional funds to further both this
project and the production of the film
"Ukraine in the Second World War."
This was seconded by Dr. Jaroslaw
Shudrak who stated that the center also
depends on assistance in gathering
materials for the film, and for adver–
tising the film and center.
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NEWARK, N.J: The parents' com–
mittee Ridna Shkola, inc. Founda–
tion will sponsor a bake sale fundraiser at St. John the Baptist Ukrai–
nian Catholic Church, Sandford
Avenue and ivy Street after Sunday
divine liturgy. All baked goods will
be homemade.
March 7
PORT CHARLOTTE, Fla.: The
Marenych Trio of Lutske, Ukraine,
and Kiev composer Oleksander Zlot^
nyk will perform in concert at 7 p.m.
in the Cultural Center, 2280 Aaron
St. For tickets and information call
Julia Wandio, (813) 525-4175, or
Ann Mariami, (813) 627-1798.
March 8
МІАМІ: The Marenych Trio and
composer Oleksander Zlotnyk will
perform in concert at 7 p.m. in the
Ukrainian American Center, 3595
NW 35th St. For more information
and tickets call Dzvinka Shwed,
(305)975-6710.
March 8
ALBANY, N.Y.: Dr. James Mace,
staff director of the Commission on
the Ukraine Famine, will deliver a
lecture on "Memory vs. The Memory
Hole: Coming to Grips with Stali–
nism in the Ukrainian SSR" at 7:45
p.m. at St. Rose College, St. Joseph
Auditorium, Madison Avenue. The
lecture is co-sponsored by St. Rose
College and Americans tor Demo–
cracy in Ukraine. For more informa–
tion call Walter Litynsky, (518) 2834876.

PREVIEW OF EVENTS
information call Walter Litynsky,
(518)283-4876.
March 9
WASH1NGTON: The Defense
Foundation Forum will feature a
lecture on a "Breakdown of popular
front movements in the USSR" by
Myron Wasylyk, special assistant to
Deputy Assistant Secretary of State
Richard Schifter, who will address
congressional defense and foreign
policy legislative assistants, noon to
1:30 p.m. in the Rayburn House
Office Building, room B338. The
public is welcome.
March 10
СНІС AGO: An evening of entertain–
ment for the benefit of the Rukh
Fund will be held at Ss. volodymyr
and Olha Ukrainian Cultural Center,
2247 W. Chicago Ave. at 7:30 p.m.
Sponsored by UNWLA Branch 101,
the program will feature perfor–
mances by vocalist Alex Holub,
comedian ihor Bachynsky of To–
ronto and the Hromovytsia dance
ensemble. Donations for general
admission are 540, S25 for students
and seniors, and include a buffet. For
more information call vallia Chry–
niwsky, (708) 382-3371.
March 10-11
TORONTO: The Marenych Trio
and composer Oleksander Zlotnyk
will perform in concert at 8 p.m. on
Saturday and at 3 p.m. on Sunday at
the Convocation Hall, University of
Toronto. Tickets will be available
from West Arka, (416) 762-8751, and
Arka Queen, (416) 366-7061.

to a meeting for the purpose of
acquainting them with the work and
goals of the UNWLA at 2 p.m. at the
organization's headquarters, 108
Second Ave. The formation of a new
Ukrainian-speaking branch will be
discussed. For more information call
(201)472-2289.
March 11
NEW YORK: Branch 83 of the
Ukrainian National Women's League
of America will sponsor a public
meeting with Hanna Mykhailenko,
librarian, schoolteacher, Ukrainian
cultural rights advocate, former
Soviet psychiatric prisoner and
member of the Ukrainian Helsinki
Union from Odessa, at 2:30 p.m. in the
Ukrainian National Home, 140 Se–
cond Ave.
March 12
ORLANDO, Fla.: The Sonyashnyk
Ukrainian Dance Ensemble of Chatham and Windsor, Ontario, will
perform at 1:30 p.m. at Walt Disney
World's Epcot Center. For more
information call Marusia Boyer,
(519)736-5297.

LOUDONYILLE, N.Y.: Dr. James
Mace will repeat his lecture on
Stalinism in the Ukrainian SSR at
7:30 p.m. at Siena College, Roger
Bacon Hall, Room 202. For more

NEW YORK: The Ukrainian Na–
tional Women's League of America,
inc. invites young women throughout the New York metropolitan area

The Weekly; Ukrainian perspective on the news
THE UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
is sponsoring

AN ESSAY and A POSTER CONTEST
Open to: adults - 16 and over and youth - under 16
Topic for each contest: "What Does Bat'ko Soyuz (UNA) Mean To Me?"
Essay may be written in English or Ukrainian, it must be maximum 300 words for adults and 200 words
for youth, and will be judged on aptness of thought and sincerity.
Poster must be your impression of ВАГК0 SOYUZ (UNA personified) on white Ш" x 11" paper.
F1RST PRfZE - FREE TWO-DAY STAY' at Soyuzivka for TWO
SECOND PR1ZE - UKRA1NE: A Concise Encyklopaedia, vol. 1fc2
TH1RD PR1ZE - H1ST0RY OF UKRA1NE, by Hrushevsky
plus other prizes and incentives.
limitations apply
W1NNERS WlU BE ANNOUNCED at the UNA CONvENTlON, May 28 -

June 1, 1990.

ALL ESSAYS AND POSTERS, MUST BE SUBM1TTED W1TH THE OFF1C1AL ENTRY FORM (below) by
APR1L 16, 1990 and must be forwarded to the UNA as follows:
For additional information contact the Fraternal Activities Coordinator.
Address:
ESSAY7P0STER CONTEST
Fraternal Activities Coordinator
Ukrainian National Association
30 Montgomery St. 3rd fl.
Jersey City, N.J. 07302
Teb(201) 451-2200 Ext. 56

OFF1C1AL ENTRY FORM:
To: Fraternal Activities Coordinator
Here is my essay7poster, prepared to the above instructions.
(Please check off the applicable box and complete:)
(
) 1 am a member of UNA Branch ff
(
) І am not a member.
My name
Date of

birth

My address .,
Tel. No.

March 16
CH1CAGO: The Ukrainian Ameri–
can Business and Professional Club
of Chicago will hold a "Networking
Get-together" at 6:30 p.m. at Galan's,
2212 W. Chicago Ave. Everyone is
invited. For more information call
Roman Salij, (312) 337-1702.
March 17
DETROlT: The Marenych Trio and
composer Oleksander Zlotnyk will
perform in concert at 8 p.m. in
Fitzgerald High School auditorium,
2320 Ryan Road.
ONGOING
SASKATOON, Sask.: The Ukrai–
nian Museum of Canada, 910 Spa–
dina Crescent E., will host an exhibit,
"Heritage from our Homeland," a
collection of artifacts from the mu–
seum's own collection through
March 25. The museum is open to the
public, Monday through Friday, 1 to
4:30 p.m. Admission is Si for adults,
50c for children and seniors. For
more information call (306) 2443800.

CLEVELAND: A one-hour primetime special, featuring the customs of
eight different nationalities, in–
cluding a traditional Ukrainian
wedding, will be broadcast at 8 p.m.
in Cleveland's WEWS-Tv 5, an ABC
affiliate. The Kashtan Ukrainian
Dancers simulated a Ukrainian
wedding for the special.
March 13

March 9
March 11
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HAM1LTON, Ont.: The Marenych
Trio arid composer Oleksander Zlot–
nyk will perform in concert at 8 p.m.
at Hamilton Place. For more infor–
mation call The Trident Group, (216)
521-2050.

PREviEW OF EvENTS,a listing
of Ukrainian community events open
to the public, is a service provided
free of charge by The Ukrainian
Weekly to the Ukrainian commu–
nity. To have an event listed in this
column, please send information
(type of event, date, time, place,
admission, sponsor, etc.), - typed
and in the English language - along
with the phone number of a person
who may be reached during daytime
hours for additional information, to:
Preview of Events, Hie Ukrainian
Weekly, 30 Montgomery St., Jersey
City^ N J . 07302.

Roma Pryma Bohachevsky school
to celebrate 25th anniversary
NEW YORK - A 25th anniversary
reunion of dancers who studied under
the tutelage of Roma Pryma Bohachev–
sky at the School of Ballet and Ukrai–
niah Folk Dance in New York will take
place on June 2.
The jubilee reunion will feature a
special program at Alice Tully Hall,
including highlights of the school's
repertoire. Among the dances to be
performed are: "icon," dedicated to the
Millennium of Christianity in Ukraine;
"Fight for Freedom," in memory of the
victims of the Chornobyl nuclear acci–
dent; and "ivasiuk Suite," to the music
of the late composer volodymyr iva–
siuk. Dances from various regions of
Ukraine will also be featured.

Alumni of the Roma Pryma Boha–
chevsky School of Ballet and Ukrainian
Folk Dance, as well as of the Syzokryli
Ensemble of upstate New York, which
has been in existence for 15 years, will
hold a reunion after the concert.
More than 100 dancers, including
members of Ms. Bohachevsky's troupes
in New Jersey (Passaic, Newark), New
York (New York City, Albany) and
Connecticut (Bridgeport), are to
perform in the program.
The Ukrainian National Association
is a supporter of the jubilee events.
For information, interested alumni of
the Roma Pryma Bohachevsky School
of Ballet and Ukrainian Folk Dance
may call (212) 933-1823.
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Parents' name (father)
(mother)

Date of birth
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